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BY DANIELLE DEAVER
EorroR IN CHif-"

The announcement that the university has suspended admissions to the
anthropology department's graduate
program has caused much debate on
campus and in the editorial pages of
the Old Gold and Black. Many people
have wondered why the department
is being cut back and whether proper
'procedures were followed when the
decision was made.

I
BY JULIA BERNETICHY--~------~~~~----------~~
ComRIDllTING REroRlER

Two hundred students from this university, Duke Uni-·
versity. North Carolina-State University and the Univer-,
sfty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill congregated in
Raleigh Tuesday to -support Go-vernor Jim Hunt's proposed DWI laws.
· ·
.
· ·
Several eve~ts were held throughout the. day, including
a press· confererice,-an'outdoors luncheon and an- open
F,crophone session.',:- .•. ·- _.
·
·
. The Safe R,oads _Rally, better known as the Rally in
Raleigh, y;as orgahiz~dthrough Wake Fbrest'.s Safe Rds.
organization. Of1he,200. students who participated, approximately 175 weie· fmm this university.
·~The purpose of the rally was to show support for all of
(]overnor Hunt's DWI laws, mainly the habitual offender
tclause, which 'cjictates a more severe punishment for a
second owrconviction.
An offender would be faced with a longer jail sentence,
a mandatory treatment program and confiscation of his
vehicle.
. · · -. . _,·Junior Catherine Mitchell; cine of the organizers of the
gfoup representing this university, said, "They're strong •
See DWI, ~age -AJ.
-

As it stands now, the graduate program has not been terminated. Admissions to the department, however,
have been suspended indefinitely.
The decision was made by Paul
Escott, the dean of the college; Provost David Brown; and Gordon
Melson, the dean of the graduate
school. They reached their conclusion after the department of anthropology completed its Program Review.

·Comedy at its best
As part of the WAKE Radio Benefit Concert, members of the Lilting Banshee
Comedy Troupe perform a scene from In Search of a Corner Saturday.-

Members of the anthropology department described their reaction to
the suspension of admissions as one
of disbelief.
"On me it's going to be devastating. This comes at a time when they
want us to do more research," said
Ned Woodall, a professor of anthropology.
"There was extensive evidence that
the graduate program was not functioning well and a large number of
students were leaving the program.
Studies indicated a large amount of
resources would be necessary to improve it," Escott said.
According to Nancy Nelson, a visiting assistant professor of anthropology, the anthropology department
recommended in it's initial report to
the Program Review committee that
the graduate program be removed if it
did not receive more anthropology
faculty members.
"We recommended originally that
we could not continue graduate programs and make the necessary adaptations and expansions in undergraduate program (such as the additional
See Anthro, Page AS
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Jragedy top news story for 96- 97 school year
community has had more than its fair 800 crashed into th_e Atlantic Ocean. of gates at the university entrances came to the university in droves this
share of adversitythis piist :year:·.on~·), -~Qrahairi:· Gould, a nsing sophom~,: '•' .:and; the ,key 'card system ill ev_ery year, partially because ofThe Year of
{·· ·
·. _ . _. __ · · · · . ·- . -· ...:·-- · .Sep!: -4; ·sophomores· .Julie· Hansen · ·died in a car acqdentin SanfQiillY!iiy~·-·:i'esidence halE
_·
· the··Arts. James Earl Jones, Alec
T~e 1996~'.9?-::school'yeir~began'"'· iha--MiUaWitZel .wer~:\~lle~ wlien.. ''18.:: '. ·<_
,. - .-:-;- 'i':O:: · .- - 3.Antllropologydepartmentcut.A Baldwin, Beverly Sills, Chi'is Rock,
tr~g1c~y when two students. were . their car was hit by' a drunk driver.· 2. Woman assaulted. A woman was few weeks ago, university officials Barry Williams and Rick Flair viskilled tn a car crash the sec~:m.d .week Four other students in the car were sexually assaulted in her Quad resi- decided to eliminate the anthropol- ited. They gave speeches, taught masof sch~oL Next t~ th~t eve~ng else injured.
.
dence hall room in the early morning ogy department's graduate program. ter classes, granted interviews and
se~ms mconsequenual. Nevertheless,
Unfortunately, that was not the only hours of Oct. 5. Campus Police ..yere The department could also face more appeared at basketball games. Those
th1s year featur~ several noteworthy occasion that students had to deal able to rule out some suspects. but to cuts, including elimination. The im- planning next year's theme, TheYear
. events. Here then are The Old G~ld with the deaths of some of their own, date no arrest has been made.
pending cuts have led many anthro- of Religion on America, are going to
and Black st~ s top ten news stones as two students died over the sumThis event raised some concern pology students, alumni and faculty have a tough time topping these
for. the past sch<:ol year. . .
.
mer. Matt Alexander, a rising senior, that students and police alike were to defend the program.
guests.
~· }'ragedy stnk~. The uruvers1ty was killed July 17 when TWA Flight putting too much faith in the first year 4. Hollywood comes. Celebrities 5. BasketbaU team faDs short. With
BY

. '

ZAca. EvERSON

.. News EDITOR .

.

.

the Deacons returning almost all of
the key members from last year's
Atlantic .. Coast Conference championship team and with one of the best
players in the country, expectations
for tl1e basketball team were high.
The Final Four was the goal for this
squad.
_,.
Early on in the season the team <fid
not disappoint fans. They spent the
first half of the season ranked no. 2 in
the nation, with an undefeated record,
See Stories, Page AS

FaCU)(ymembers receive promotions, recognition
''

i

BY

SHANNON BOTHWELL.
NEWs Copy EorroR

. Thirteen 'faculty members have been
awarded promotions which will take effect
this summer, and four have been awarded
Wake Forest professorships.
· -Receiving promotions to professor are
~,tephen Boyd, an associate professor of reli~ion; James Fishbein, an associate professor

of chemistry; Susan Grebeldinger, an associate professoroflaw; David Levy, an associate
professor of music; Jill McMillan, an associate professor of communication; and Antonio
Vit~. an associate professor of Romance languages.
Receiving promotions to associate professor are Edward Allen, an assistant professor
of math and computer science; Scott Klein, an
assistant professorofEnglish; Kathleen Kron,

ommendations are then reviewed by the dean,
the provost and the president before the final
nominations for promotions are made to the
board of trustees. "Ultimately, the board of
trustees has the power to award promotions,"
Escott said.
According to Escott, the promotion to full
professor is based on a faculty member's
teaching ability, contribution to his or her
discipline in the form of publications and

an assistant professor of biology; James
Powell, an assistant professor of classical
languages; Stephen Robinson, an assistant
professor of mathematics and computer science; Helga Welsh, an assistant professor of
politics; and Margaret Zulick, an assistant
professor of communication.
According to Paul Escott, the dean of the
college, recommendations for promotion are
initially made by the departments. The rec-

service to his or her department, the university and the community.
"This is not someihingthatcomes after you
have been here a certain time. You have to
build a record of achievement in all areas,"
Escott said.
The time a faculty memberusually requires
to reach full professor once being awarded
tenure varies greatly and may range from five
See Faculty, Page AS

SG releases election results
]-Board, Honor Council, SBAC positions filled by elections
BY DANJELLE DEAVER
EDITOR IN CIIIEF

Positions were filled in yesterday's
elections for spots on next year's judicial board, Honor Council and Student Budget Advisory Committee.
Three students from each class were

elected to the judicial board and Honor
Council, and one from each class was
selected for SBAC.
Tina Carlucci, the Student Government speaker of the house-elect, said
the election went well.
"There was not a single campaign
violation for registered candidates,"

Carlucci said of this year's election.
"The freshman turnout was outstanding," junior Matt Lane said.
Rising seniors elected to the judicial board were juniors Jayme Head,
Jennifer Salyer and Keith Thompson.
"Of course it's a great honor. Like
See Elections, Page A4

Next freshman class expected
to be largest ever at university
BY CHARLES STARKS
MANAGING EDITOR

The biggest freshman class ever will charge through the
gates this August, according to William Starling, the
director of admissions and financial aid. Of the more than
6,800 students who have applied to the university this
year so far, the admissions office has granted admission
to 2, 700 freshman, 975 of whom are expected to enroll.

·:Condiments, anyone?
··Sophomore Aaron Mills listens to Mean Mister Mustard on Davis Field last Thursday.

What's on your mind?

If you have questions.- comments or story suggestions~ call
Ext. 5280 or send e-mail to comments®ogb.wfu.edu.
·
•For subscription or advertising information call Ext. 5279.
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Brief!~

There's no Old Gold and Black next week. We have exams too.

. Good luck on yours and happy summer.
'

'

The administration plans to achieve a student body size
of 3,650 full-time students by this fall and to hold that
number steady at least through 2001, Starling said. The
increase in freshman enrollement is needed to bring the
total full-time enrollment to that level. The number of
applications represents a new record and is a one percent
increase over last year's. By comparison, last year's
entering class had 941 students, 967 freshmen entered in
See Admission, Page AS
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Construction to improve camp~
• Campus phone prefix changes

Renovations, expansions, improvements to continue throughout sllmmer~..
'

Effective July 1, the university will drop its 759
prefix and switch to 758 for all of its Reynolda
Campus telephone numbers. Presently, the university shares the 759 prefix with Winston-Salem
residents and businesses. The university will be the
only user of the 758 prefix. The final four digits of
the Reynolda Campus numbers will not change. On
campus, callers can continue to use only four digits.
Although the 758 prefix goes into effect July 1, the
759 prefix can be used until December 31.

• ROTC sponsors memorial race
The university ROTC will sponsor the Matthew
Alexander 5K Memorial Road Race tomorrow.
Alexander, who was a ROTC cadet and a rising
senior at the university, was aboard TWA Flight
800 that crashed last summer. Race proceeds will be
used to help furnish a new classroom named in his
honor. The event, open to the public, will include
two races. A 5K relay race will begin at 4:30p.m.,
and an individual5K will begin at 5:30p.m. Races
will begin near the athletic field across from the
Worrell Professional Center. Participants should
arrive 30 minutes before their race. Registration for
students is $7 in advance or $8 on race day. All
participants will receive a race T-shirt and top
finishers will receive prizes. The event will include
refreshments and entertainment.
For information or to register, call243-2410.

• SHS offers exams, physicals
The last day for routine gynecological exams,
physicals and overseas travel immunizations at
Student Health Services this semester will be tomorrow. Students needing any of these services
should call Ext. 5218 to schedule an appointment as
soon as possible.

BY BRIAN WHITE
GRAPIUCS EDITOR

Facilities Management will be busy with hammers and
nails this summer. When students return for the fall
semester, they will find new buildings, renovations of
existing buildings and expanded parking areas.
''It will be another busy summer for us, but students will
find a lot of improvements to the campus when they come
back," Biii Sides, the director of facilities management,
said.
One of the main projects underway is the construction
of a Duke Power substation and the underground power
cables that accompany it. "For the most part, the cabling
will be going on in the streets," Sides said. "We will be
shutting down half a street for a couple ofdays, but it is not
going to be digging up large areas of the campus like was
required for the chiller loop project."
Sides said that this project will continue over the next
three years, but that the most disruptive parts will be
taking place during the summer.
"This campus needs a lot of improvement. I'll just think

'

·,'

'

'

about how nice the campus will look in the fall when it's and sprinklers will be installed in Luter Residence Hall ,
done," said freshman Julie Stone, who will be at the andStudentApartmentstbissummer. Themeasureispart ~
university this summer.
.
of a three-year projecrto enable Campus Police to knowConstruction of Polo Residence Hall will continue this the exact origin of any fire on campus.
summer, with an expected completion dateoffaU i998.
Residents of Student Apartments will.return to find
Construction will also be done on a 220-space parking lot improvements in their homes also. On the outside, new.
which will be next to the new residence hall. "The access decks and walkways will be built and the apartments willf
to a parking space is not really good right now. A new be Rain ted. Inside each apartment, a wall will be moved to
parking lot should improve the situation of not enough . create equally sized bedrooms, and the kitchen will be
spaces," freshman Michael Berger said.
newly equipped. In the past, the placement of one of the
Another addition that will be completed by the time walls made one bedroom larger than the other.
students return is the Information Systems building, to be
Wait Chapel will also receive a face lift for the first time·
built on the site of the indoor tennis complex. This in several years. Work will be done on both the floor·
building will house the university's technology and com- . coverings and the ceiling.
•
puter resources, the military science department, a small
The chapel seats will be refurbished, and the asbestos··
food court and a bookstore.
will be removed from the building. Wingate Hall will also I
Both the food court and the bookstore will be intended be worked on to prepare for the opening of the university's
·
for graduate students. 'The second floor of this building divinity school in 1999.
has not yet been assigned; however, by the time we're
Two other projects scheduled to be completed thisfinished it might be," Sides said of the 70,000-square- summer are the Bridger Field House at Groves Stadium•
foot building.
and the South Chiller Plant, which will provide chilled'
To increase safety on campus, updated frre·detectors water for the university's air conditioning.
•
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• Sorority to sponsor auction
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority will sponsor a Player's
Auction Saturday at 4 p.m. in Pugh Auditorium.
Admission is $1 and bidding starts at $3. The
highest bidder for each contestant wins a date with
him. All proceeds will go toward community enrichment projects. For more information, contact
Tammy Gatling at Ext. 1812, Melody Hairston at
Ext. 6627 or Michele Edwards at Ext. 1376.

• Arts internships available
The North Carolina Arts Council is sponsoring a
Community Arts Administration Internship for college graduates interested in a career in community
arts administration. The program provides four
individuals with a three-month supervised internship with one of the state's community arts councils
or multicultural arts organizations. The internship
will be scheduled between Sept. I, 1997, and June
30, 1998. A $3000 stipend will be paid to interns to
cover living expenses, and the host organization
provides assistance in locating housing for the intern. The application deadline is May I. For an
application or more information, call Viola Bullock
at (919) 733-7897, Ext. 29.

• Summer line dancing offered
Line dancing classes will begin from 12:30 p.m.
to 1:30 p.m. May 6 in the aerobics room of the
Benson University Center. The lessons, which will
be given each Tuesday this summer, are $8 per
month and $10 for months with five Tuesdays. Pui
Pui Ewing will be the instructor.
To register for the class, contact Nancy Moore, an
assistant to the vice president and council, at
moorens@wfu.eduor Ext. 5137, or Dana Hutchens,
an assistant to the university editor, at
hutchens@wfu.edu or Ext. 5379.

• Free anxiety screenings given

Campus Police are still searching for the individual who
sexually assaulted a female student in her room on the
Quad Oct. 5 of last year.
"We are definitely continuing to actively investigate
the case," said Regina Lawson, the chief of Campus
Police. According to Lawson, the police are still collecting and receiving information from on-campus sources
and from other law enforcement agencies in North Carolina and South Carolina.
·
Lawson said that police have eliminated one suspect.
Authorities are still working with the same description of
the assailimt, who is male and considered to be of average
build.
He reportedly has a strong southern accent and was
possibly wearing a baseball cap on the night of the attack.
During interviews in earlier stages of the investigation,
police discovered that several students had seen a suspicious individual around the Quad on the night in question.
The individual was sought for questioning but his identity
was never found.
"We did have students go down (to the Winston-Salem
Police Department) and make attempts to recall enough
information to do a composite drawing, which was unsuccessful," Lawson said.
A $5,000 Crime Stoppers reward offered for information leading to a resolution of the case still stands, Lawson
said.
The incident occurred about 3;30 a.m. Oct. 5 when the
victim returned to her room and found the stranger waiting
in the room, which he entered through an unlocked door.
During the investigation, police have questioned close to
200 individuals, including students and visitors to the
university on the evening of Oct. 4.

• Retiring faculty recognized
Retiring faculty members will be recognized
during the university's commencement ceremony
May 19. Retiring faculty members from the
Reynolda Campus are Marion Benfield, university
distinguished professor of law, Eva Rodtwitt, a
lecturer of romance langauges, and John Carter Jr.,
a professor of English.

• Senior awarded fellowship
Senior Beth Stroupe has won a National Science
Foundation Predoctoral Fellowship. She will study
biochemistry at Scripps College next year. She is an
accomplished flutist and is involved in the
university's Women's Studies program.

• Scholarship recipient named
, Junior Richard Lee Buff, a Greek major, is the
recipient of the 1996-97 William Royall Scholarship. Buff will use the $500 award toward travel to
Sepphoris, Israel, where he will participate in archaeological excavations on the site.
The scholarship is given by the family and friends
of William Royall, who came to the university in
1859 as a professor of classical languages and was
later the university's first full-time professor of
English, and William B. Royall, his son, who was a
professor of Greek for 62 years.

perc~pti•

Playing the skins
Junior Rudy Shepherd concentrates on playing the bongo drums during a study break.

Newly elected treasurer, secretary profiled
NeuJ SG treasurer plans to achieve goals of
increased funding, improved communication
Bv KIMBERLY Lo

the concerns of the students to the administration. "I think that the students need to
realize that Student Government is there
to serve them. We are the representatives
of the student body, but unfortunately, a
lot of students fail to realize this and do
not take advantage of it," he said.
Marsh encouraged those who feel that
SG is not serving the needs ofthe community to sit in on a meeting. "Come to one
of our meetings and see for yourself what
we do. I think that the majority of students
will see that we accomplish a lot."
He also encouraged students not to base
their perceptions of SG on the personal
feelings and prejudices that they may harbor towards some of the members. In-

Increased funding for student organizations, improved parking policies and better student communication are just a few
of the goals that the new Student Government treasurer, junior Ryan Marsh, hopes
to accomplish during the 1997-1998
school year.
Marsh, who prior to being elected SG
Treasurer served for three years as a committee member on the Student Budget
Advisory Committee, said that he decided to run for treasurer because he felt
he had "accumulated enough knowledge
of the financial workings of the system"
to know what needed to be done in order
to serve the needs of the students.
As treasurer, Marsh will be chairman
think that the students need to
of the SBAC. Due to the new capital
expendenditure plan, SBAC will no longer realize that Student Government
be involved in the capital funding for the
publication and media organizations on is there to serve them. We are the
campus. Funding for computers, furnirepresentatives of the stude~t
ture and the like at those organizations
will be handled by John Anderson, the body, but unfortunately, a lot of
vice-president of finance and administrastudents fail to realize this and do
tion. When asked how this new capital
expenditure plan will effect SBAC, Marsh not take advantage of it."
replied that by funneling the money for
Ryan Marsh
these organizations into a separate comSG Treasurer
mittee, it "frees up the money in SBAC"
and allows more money to be give to nonmedia organizations on campus.
According to Marsh, this change will stead, he asked that the students judge SO
benefit everyone and no organization will on the "duties and services that it provides
be left out of SBAC's decisions.
to the student body."
Although heading the SBAC will be
Marsh, a junior business major from
Marsh's main duty as treasurer,~ will by Cornelius, N.C., said that the greatest
no means be his only one, he sl,lid. He satisfaction he gets from serving on SG is
intends to play an active role in the park- the happiness that comes from producing
ing policy and has plans for a possible a result when relating the students' input
recreational center to be built on campus. to the administration.
Marsh said that one of the biggest ()bWhen he is not in the classroom or the
stacles SG faces is lack of input from the SG office, Marsh can be found participatstudents. Marsh said that a lot of students ing in various activities with the Kappa
fail to realize that SG's purpose is to voice \:gma fraternity.
,
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The Bowman Gray/Baptist Hospital Medical
Center will offer free screenings for anxiety disorders from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. and from 5:30p.m. to
6:30p.m. May? at the Piedmont Plaza One building
at 1925 W. First Street. As partofNationalAnxiety
Disorders Screening Day and Mental Health Month,
the screenings will involve a short educational
video, anxiety disorder screening tests and confidential meetings with mental health professional.
The screenings will take about 15 to 30 minutes. For
more information, call 716-2255.

,
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Perry wants to increase student involvement,:
help strengthen student/faculty relationships:
I

BY ERIN FOLEY
CoNTRrBUTINO REPORTER

Just two weeks after winning the runoff election, sophomore Jonathan Perry,
Student Government Secretary, seems to
have his plans for the next year under
control.
Inadditiontohisregularplatform,Perry
hopes to increase the sense of togetherness on the campus. "We want to let the
student body know that we are their liaison to the administration - we're here
for them. We want to increase participation in campus-wide events, such as our
campus-wide parties. We have bands and
beer for students over 2l. It's an alternative to just going to fraternity parties,"
1
Perry said.
Perry also hopes to work to improve
student/faculty relations, he said. "I want
to work with Scott (Plumridge, the in
coming SG president) and Tina(Carlucci,
the in coming speaker of the house) to
improve this- there really is a problem.
Right now, the student body really
doesn't know who the administration is
and has no idea about how their decisions
are made."
A main goal of Perry's platform is to
increase student involvement in the legislative procedure. "I hope to have bills put
on e-mail before they are passed by Student Government. I want to give it a shot
and give students the chance to see what's
happening, because we do stuff in legislature without the student body knowing,"
Perry said.
A new concern arose with the sudden
passage of the plus/minus grading system. Perry said that although an SG doorto-door survey showed that 60 percent of
students were opposed to the system, it
was passed anyway. "Wake Forest went
above the student body's head," he said.
SG still plans to oppose the situation.
"Even though it is set in stone, we have
until the fall of 1998, when the new sys-

tern will go into effect, to try to change or
reverse it," Perry said.
The parking situation on South Cam-:
pus is also a major concern for the new.
secretary. Peny said that he feels thebes\
solution is a parking deck. "We have.
spoken with the administration, and ev~
eryone knows that something needs to be·
done. It is now a matter offunds and how
to do it," he said.
Other problems which Perry hopes to.
see addressed include a new rolling budget for campus organizations. ·.
·
"Organizations lose their money at th~
end of the year. We want to try to get a
rolling budget so they can keep the fund~ l
that they don't use. This would make the
(Student Budget Advisory Committee)j
have an easier time because they would
not have to decide who gets what," Perry
said.
:
A new recreation center will be SG'~
new project, Perry said. The current recreation facilities are falling apart and tha~
there are always long lines to use equip-.
ment, he said. "We need a better weight
room and pool. It is a place where stu-·
dents can go to relieve stress and work
out. This is a main thing that everyone
wants."
Perry said that during his campaign, he
stressed his experience. "There was onlY.!
one other person with SG experience, and,
it really takes more than one year to get
the experience you need for this posi~
tion."
However, he said that he did not feel he
would make it into the run off election·
that determined his victory. "I ran be~
cause I wanted to get involved in a different way and get a major leadership role,
with more of a voice to make a difference
than you get in just legislature," PerrY,
said.
.
In the past, Perry served on the Judicia~ j
Board, Resident Student Association, was
a Peer Health Educator and was a Mem~
ber of the Dean's Advisory Council.
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,"SG approves neW initiatives
Righ~· of aCcused,· drunk driving bills passed· by legislature

.fairs, on the proposal to implement a plus/
cobol, controlled substances, and DWI."
The bill also directs the leaders of the minus grading system that was approved by
judicial system to develop specific penalties the faculty April 14. Many legislators ex. At its final meeting of the year Tuesday for DWI offenses on campus .. Sophomore pressed concern with the provisions of the
night, the Student Government legislature Ryan Opel, the chairman of the SG Judiciary plan and said they thought it was passed
(.passed two bills that may alter the way stu- Committee, said the bill will not affect. the without significant student input. Cherry endents interact with the judicial process.
enforcement of the alcohol policy or the way couraged any students still opposed to the
. The Rights of the Accused bill is a result of Campus Police carries out its duties. The only plan to talk to faculty about it.
The Academic Committee reported that it
the recommendations of the Rights of the change will be the way DWicases are handled
has conducted research on grade inflation and
Accused Task Force consisting of members once they reach the judicial system.
of the administration, judicial system and
SG also passed a bill that recommended, on will continue to research and analyze this
strident body. The bill would add a section to the basis of response to student support in problem over the summer and next year. It
the SG constitution to specify the rights of the door-to-door and e-mail surveys, that week- also will be presenting a teacher award at the
accused in the judicial process.
end party hours be extended. In the door-to- SG banquet and sponsored two open forums
•' ·. The main provisions of the bill are that door survey, 75.5 percent of students sup- recently on learning to learn and on the social
resident advisers must identify themselves as ported extended hours and 65.7 percent of and academic climate at the university.
The Appropriations and Budget CommitRAs and must remind students that they are
tee reported that it has decided to give the Pm
bound by the honor code. It also confirms
Humanitate Award to Kappa Delta sorority
st~dents' rights to file grievances against an
for sponsoring the Mr. Wake Forest pageant.
RA and to view an incident report by making The main provisions of the bill
The Campus Life Committee reported that it
an appointment with his or. her hall director. are that resident .advisers must
is talking to the administration about the
\• _Filing a grievance will not protect a stud~nt
problem with the durability of ID cards and
from judicial action, but may affect the treat- identify themselves as RAs and
about possibly reducing the price of replacing
ment of an incident if charges such as failure must remind students that they
a damaged card. It is also talking to the city of
· t9 comply with an RA are involved. The new
Winston-Salem about getting a parking lot,.
section in the constitution will· not affect are bound by the honor code.
perhaps further from the coliseum, where
students against whom charges are already
students
could park free at basketball games.
pending..
The Physical Planning committee is studyTiie second judicial bill attempts to address students in the e-mail survey supported these
the fact that incidents of driving on campus changes. The final decision, as well as spe- ing places on campus which need improvet• while impaired are treated the same as other cific decisions about what the new hours ments to make them more handicapped-acmight be, rests with the Student Life Commit- cessible and welcomes suggestions from stualcohol offenses.
· The bill proposes to add an item in the tee. Two other bills were also passed to rec- dents about areas that need attention. It has
Social Regulations and Policies for Personal ommend the charter of a club football team also made a proposal to have phones installed
at the back entrances of residence halls, but
Conduct of the university that specifically and a Jewish student organization.
SG
also
heard
a
presentation
from
junior
will not know if money is approved for this
makes DWI on campus a judicial offense and
states that students are "subject to state and Louise Cherry, a student representative on purpose until May. If money is approved,
federal regulations concerning the use of al- the University Committee on Academic Af- installation could start this summer.
' BY BRIAN DIMMICK
SENioRRl!Polt'tER

Carlton Ward

Sing, sing, sing
Sophomore Matt Jamison, the lead singer for Mean Mister Mustard,
performs in a concert last Thursday.

viFC receives award for academics
BY CAROLYN LAY
CO!'ITRIBUTING REPoRTER

. This Saturday the university's In-

~ terfraternity Council will be awarded
the Atlantic Coast Conference Academic Excellence Award.
: The award, initiated by the NC
State University IFC last semester,
recognizes the fraternity system in
theACCwiththebestacademicstanding compared to the all-male grade
point average of the respective school.
Junior Matt Kerr, president of the
IFC, said, "Receiving this award
shows that contrary to most people •s
perc~ption, fraternity life does not
'

take away from one's academic
progress. but instead, the fraternity
system at Wake Forest is beneficial to
academic growth."
The minimum GPA to rush at the
university is 2.0. The all-fraternity
GPA of the university was 3.003,
which was 4 percent higher than the
all-male average of 2.866.
Only three other ACC schools in
consideration for the award, Georgia
Tech, Clemson University and the
University ofNorth Carolina, had allfraternity GPAs higher than their allmale average.
According to Mike Ford, the director of student development, the uni-

versity won the award for several
reasons.
"Fraternity men at this university
take academic responsibility more seriously, and there are more developed
academic support programs within
the fraternities," he said.
"Recognition of the award demonstrates that Wake Forest Greek men
are performing at high academic levels in comparison to their counterparts at all other ACC institutions,"
Ford said.
The u·niversity fraternities actually
achieved two separate distinctions.
"The fraternities achieved not only
the highestGPAamongACC schools,

but also achieved the greatest percentage over the all-males average.
This distinction aftirms the efforts
within the respective fraternity chapters towards academic excellence."
The IFC executive board will receive a trophy during the baseball
game against N.C. State.
The trophy will be awarded to the
winning school each semester and
will be presented by the previous
semester's winner.
Although this is the first time the
award has been given, the university
reports its all-fraternity and all-male
GPA to all the other ACC Greek
affair offices every semester.

DWI
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laws, but I think they'll pass."
Each student spent the entire day in
Raleigh and participated in one or
more events, including a 9 a.m. press
conference with the president of each
of the universities present.
Senior Robin Gelinas, last year's
president of Chi Omega sorority,
spoke at the press conference. She
also led the Wake Forest representatives, along with senior Tina Schippers
and Mitchell.
Later, students attended informational meetings in which they heard

lectures on the laws themselves and
were given notes that proved their
attendance at the rally in support of
the legislation.
They also had the opportunity to
speak with N.C. senators and representatives.
The final event was an outdoor
lunch held at noon. An open stage
was provided for anyone who wanted
to speak or voice an opinion.
Some read poems, some offered
testimonies of what had happened to
them and others spoke about the accident involving Wake Forest students
last fall.
"That was great because the legislators could hear what we were saying," Mitchell said. "It was a really
effective day."

.

****************************

"One of Britain's best period-instrument orchestras for the
classical-era repertory''
-THE NEW YORK TIMES

On May 2nd at 7:30p.m. in Benson 401, you are
invited by the Department of Romance Languages
Free Concert featuring International Music
with the Bayan -- a type of accordian and
adapted classical music for the accordian
For more Information,
contact Professor Antonio Vitti at 759-5549

PROGRAM:
Symphony No. 3 in D major - Schubert
'Rare' Arias - with Nathalie Stutzmann, Contralto - Mozart
Overture, The Hebrides - Mendelssohn
Symphony No. 1 in C Major - Beethoven

'?~~ rt{Ptit 25!k at 8' fJm

Watt~
Experience one of the last events for The Year of the Arts!
Pick up your FREE student ticket at the Benson Information Desk beginning Monday. April 21.

\:

***************************
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rising senior class's choice to serve torepresentthfjli;Jliorclass.'I'mvery'r'
on SBAC.
'
open to ldeas' and ·suggestions," she '
For the rising junior class, sopho- said.
·
·
mores Elise Adams, Jessica Lukas
Freshmen Ryan Marvin, Elizabeth
be next :
and Maggie Shaffer were elected to . Sprunt and Becca Suits
thejudicial board. Sophomores Jones yeru:' s sophomore representatives to
Byrd,BengtCarlsonandAleciaChan~
the judicial board.
.
"I think it's a greatopportunity to
dler were voted into the Honor Council positions.
show positive leadership skills to the
"I'm definitely happy about win- students and to be a positive· rqle
ning. I intend to serve in rny position model on the campus;~ Suits said. •
Sophomore representatives to the
, to the best of my ability, whatever
HonorCouncil next year will be curthat may entail," Byrd said.
Sophomore Susan Hoffman was rent freshmen Scott Bayzle, Ellen ·1
elected to SBAC for next year's jun- Scarff and David Sims. The sophoior class.
more representativ~ to SBAC will be
"I'm glad to have the opportunity Taylor Campbell.
0

'
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,

will

any election, I feel thrilled and excited at the end of it," Head said.
Rising seniors elected to the Honor
Co11ncil were Ryan Harrington, Todd
Liu and Keith Merritt. Junior Kevin
Kuntz will be the senior representa.tive to SBAC.
"I guess I'm just glad to win again.
I was on it last year, and I look forward to returning," said Kuntz, the

_!

'

Benson
University Center
I
1997 Discovery Series
I

Thanks to our #1 supporters!

I

On behalf of the Benson University Center, we would like to extend our appreciation to the following people
for their support and involvement in making our 1996-97 "Discovery Series" a success!!
What Creates Happiness?-- Our guests:
Dr. Mark Levy (Psychology), Dr. Lee Overton (Philosophy),
Ms. Sarah Kelling (Health & Exercise Science) kmct
Ms. Shawn Adams (dmpus Ministry).
Tai Chi: The Ancient & Modem Art of Stress Management-Our guest: Mary Bailey (Golden Flower Tai Chi School in Winston-Salem).
Holiday Festival of Lights -- Our participants:
ASIA, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Delta Gamma, RSA, Division of Student Life, Kappa Delta, AGAPE,
Division of Student Life, Sign Language Class, Jewish Students, Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
Gospel Choir and sponsors: BSA, ASIA, IFC, Panhellenic, and Student Union.
The Raft Debate -- Our guests:
Dr. Peggy Smith (Art), Dr. Page West (Business), Dr. David Hall (Biology),
Dr. Alton Pollard (Religion), Dr. Sarah Watts (History),
Dr. Ulrike Weithaus (Humanities).
Are Woman Really from Venus and Men from Mars?- Our guests:
Dr. Michael Hazen (Communications), Ms. Mary Dalton
(Communications), Dr. Catherine Harris (Sociology),
Dr. Phil Batten (Psychology).

WlthVICCald

~~

Apple Juice

Alternative Healing: Mind, Body, and Spirit-- Our guests:
Dr. Richard Fireman, Dr. Richard Pinneau,
Dr. Barnsley Brown (English), Ms. Maria Spuller.
Do You Believe in Angels?-- Our guests:
Dr. Andrew Ettin (English), Rev. Stewart Ellis (Campus Ministry),
Ms. Belinda Womack.
And a special thanks to those who came out to support us! We'll be back in the Fall
with a whole new "Discovery Series" so watch for more information!
Good luck with Finals!

•~
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oz.
With VIC Card
Duncan Hines:
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·?rogram review's purpose is to supplement accreditation process
'

Bv JENNIFER Govan
EDITORIAI.S EDITOR

'

1When

the administration announced that
tpe anthropology graduate program was being cut and that the undergraduate program
l• rbay be in jeopardy, controversy abounded as
members of the university community, espe~
~ially those affiliated with the anthropology
4epartment, wondered why· the cuts were
being considered.
I Behind the decision was the process of
program review, which the administration
recently implemented within all academic
departments as a supplement to the Southern
!.'·Association of Colleges and Schools accredit~tion process. "A key requirement to accreditation by SACS is that all academic
programs of a university be periodically reviewed and that that review have consequences," Provost David Brown said.
• According to Brown, the university has had
~ a system to review all graduate programs
regularly' but until recently there was no such
plan for the und~rgraduate·programs outside
of the overall review required by SACS.
; "We set up (this program review process)
partly in preparation for accreditation, but
also in an era of voluntary regulation, it is
increasingly important to regularly evaluate
everything we do," Brown said.
: The current program review method was
t)lerefore instituted by Paul Escott, the dean
of the college, Gordon Melson, the dean of
the graduate school, and Brown as a way for

Anthro
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qemands of freshmen seminars),"
Nelson said. "If we could not attain
those faculty members within three
years, we recommended closure of
i• the graduate program."
According to Evans, all seven members ofthe anthropology faculty taught
freshmen seminars this year. This has
taken professors away from teaching
graduate 'courses. "We joined in the
Plan for othe Class of 2000 wholeheartedly. In fact, this department
taught more first-year seminars than
any oth~;r department," Evans said.
' The outside consultants that worked
with the departments recommended
keeping the graduate program. The

undergraduate academic departments to evaluate their performance in order to make improvements arid adjustments. ·
Brown said that the first step in this process
. is (or the academic·department to generate a
document that conveys the consensus opinion of the faculty, along with student input
regarding various aspects of the department.
The second step is for Escott, Melson and
Brown to find one or two outside consultants
to come in and review the department. This
consultant, usually a professor at another
. school and someone th~ department has rec. ornmended, reviews the faculty's report, in. terviews faculty and students from the department and writes a report of observations and
suggestions for improvement.
The third step involves forming an internal
review committee of students from the department and faculty from other departments
who then issue a report based on issues the
program review has found, their impressions
of the department and how that department
fits into the university community.
Lastly, the department takes the input and
proposes a plan to make the suggested changes
and improvements. The deans and the provost meet with the department chairman to
write a· Memorandum of Understanding,
which outlines the actions to be taken over the
next few years as a result of the review.
Brown said controversies may arise during
the reviews because the departments sometimes want things the university cannot provide. "No one is ever fully satisfied because

anthropology department changed the
curriculum of the graduate program
and turned in the revised report, which
included the retention of the graduate
program, to the committee and deans.
A few weeks later it was told that the
administration had suspended admissions to the graduate program.
Members of the anthropology department expressed concern that the
decision was made so quickly. "We
were amazed that they did not follow
usual procedures, which include going to the Graduate Council and getting their approval. We were amazed
at the suddenness," said David Evans,
a professor of anthropology.
According to Escott, proper procedures were followed. "The way the
governance system works (to eliminateagraduateprogram) is we'dhave.
to get approval from the President ,·
and Board of Trustees. "
"In this case and in some other

mountain biking, white-water
canoeing, swimming, arts &
crafts, field sports, backpacking, drama. tennis, more ...
KAHDALEA- girls
uv-•• vu Career Training!
CHOSATONGA- boys
Flexible hrs., day or night.
2500 Morgan Mills Road,
Meal discounts.
Brevard, NC 28712
(704) 884-6834- awesome!
weekly pay and benefits.
Growth and Recognition.
Shop Ctr. 659-0999
$1000's POSSIBLE
READING BOOKS.
Part Time. At Home.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext R-8467 for listings.

need you and others with
high SAT, GRE, GMAT,
LSAT, MCAT scores to help
with our celebrated test-prep
courses in Winston-Salem
and Greensboro. Great pay
for great teachers!
Ca11919-967-7209;
send resume to
1525 E. Franklin St.,
Chape1Ffill,271514
Needed Immediately
Office Assistant
Must be detail-oriented,
r~liable, witty, and dynamic
communicator. Part-time.
759-9987 ask for Amy
Winston-Salem's #1
quality restaurant seeks
outgoing individuals for
service positions. Full and
part-time. Training &
benefits with a flexible
schedule. Apply in person at
3266 Silas Creek Parkway
Summer Camp!
Seeks STAFF with deep
conunitment to CHRIST.
Rock Climbing, riding,

$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time. At Home.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext. T-8467 for Listings.
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
EXT A-8467 for listings.
GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes from pennies on $1.
Delinquient Tax, Repo's,
REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext H-8467 for listings.
Clemmons Church needs parttime nursery care workers, bed
'baby through lOyrs. Wed &
Sun evenings, $6.00/hr.
Reply by phone 766-5594
LEARN TO SKYDIVE!
Carolina Sky Sports
(919) 496-2224
Free Long Distance Calling
'No Carrier Change
**Can earn $500 to
$1000 weekly**
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there are never enough resources," he said.
The members of the anthropology department did feel that the process of program
review itself was good, but felt that they were
treated unfairly after the conclusions of the
review were made.
"I think (the program review) is a good
thing," said Nancy Nelson, a visiting professor of anthropology. "I think the requirement
that departments go through a review on a
regular basis is absolutely essential."
But the members of the anthropology department felt that their complete honesty about
their problems hurt them in the end .
Paul Ribisl, the chairman of the Health and
Exercise Science department, thiOks the process is valuable and is not intended to be used
as punishment. "The process is for continuous
evaluation to correct and strengthen. The only
way departments are going to improve is to
evaluate, and this is an anonymous, objective
way to do it."
Sarah ~arbour, an associate professor of .
Romance languages, was on the internal committee and said that the outside consultant
who reviewed her department gave an astute
assessment. "The part of program review that
is so positive is that you have an outside,
objective opinion and asetagendaforstrengthening your program," she said."Perhaps the
only major weakness of the program review
process is that there needs to be a follow-up,
a report saying what advice we accepted, and
essentially tell the committee members what
the effects of the process were."

cases I know of on the Hawthorne
Campus, the department and the administration have stopped admissions
without doing anything else," Escott
said.
The undergraduate ant9-ropology
program has been the subject of debate as well. In a memorandum sent
from Toby Hale, an associate dean
and the acting chairman of the anthropology department, to Brown,
Escott and Melson, the department
asked that a final decision regarding
the anthropology department be delayed for two years to give anthropology time to implement its suggested
changes.
Escott said he is uncertain when the
decision about the undergraduate program will be made.
Senior Shannon Poe-Kennedy, an
anthropology major, has been one of
the many students supporting the anthropology department through,

If he sees hi$ shadow ..•
This photograph of Scott Frazier, a safety technician, is part of "Social
Visions," a photography exhibit presented by the department of sociology
and concerned photographers. The photography is on display in the East
Wing Study Lounge of the Z. Smith Reyolds Library today through May 20.
There will be a reception today from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

among other means, letters to the
editor of the Old Gold and Black.
"My feelmgs about the anthropology department are very positive. My
feelings about the way the administration has handled the department
are a lot less positive," she said. "They
didn't follow due process. No information has been made public about
why they are considering closing the
anthropology department."
A major issue the anthropology
faculty is grappling with is gender
problems. "Many women in the graduate program felt that they were neitherencouraged or supported," Escott
said. "I'd say this is unusual. It think
that we have to be concerned about it
wherever it appears."
Gender equity within the anthropology faculty was a matter of concern. According to Lu Leake, a vice
president, the dean of summer school
and the chairwoman of the Commit-

tee on the Status of Women, anthropology is one of the two departments
on campus that has no tenured or
tenure-track female professors, the
religion department being the other.
"I think that the (anthropology)
department has had to deal with it
more and more intensely because it's
just been in the last several years that
they've had women," said Nelson.
The undergraduate college and the
business and accounting programs
have 344 professors and instructors,
247 of whom are tenured or are tenure-track. Of those 247, 180 of the
tenured or tenure-track professors are
men and 67 are women.
In the anthropology department,
four of the seven faculty members are
tenured or tenure-track- all men.
The <iepartment recognized the
gender problem in its memo to Brown,
Escott and Melson and offered solutions to that problem and to the more

Faculty
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. Swim coaches, managers,
insbnlctors,life~ards,

needed for Raleigh, and
Winston-Salem pools May Sept. Contact David
1-888-246-5755 for
application or mail resume to
PPC
POBOX5474,
Winston-Salem, NC 27113
Do You Have a
Summer Job Yet?
Residential Co-Ed Summer
Camp near Greensboro, NC
seeking Male & Female
Cabin Counselors,
Male & Female adventure
counselors, swimming
insbnlctors, and horse
insbnlctors. For more
information, contact John at
(910) 349-9445 or e-mail
schoultz@vnet.net

Waitstaff
Cooks
Great Tips!
Start Your Summer Job
Today!
Flexible hrs., day or night.
Meal discounts.
Day Wait Staff
· Mon-Fri 10 to 5 p.m.
Exc. weekly pay and
benefits.
Growth and Recognition.
Pavilions Shopping Center
659-0999

to more than ten years," Escott said.
The step from assistant to associate professor usually
indicates that the faculty member will be awarded tenure.
Escott said, "Often, though not always, the promotion
accompanies a tenure decision."
A faculty member's performance in the classroom is
one of the major factors in the decision to award tenure.
"The faculty handbook makes clear that the most important criterion for tenure is teaching ability. Exceptional
performance in other areas cannot make up for poor
teaching," Escott said.
After teaching ability is established, other factors such
as the professor's publication record and service to the

Stories
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before a last-second loss to the University of Maryland began a slump
from which the Deacs would never
emerge.
The season and Tim Duncan's college career ended in a six point loss to
Stanford in the second round of the
NCAA tournament, three rounds shy
of the Final Four.
Highlight of the season - seeing
Duncan's 21 raised to the rafters of
Lawrence Joel Veterans Memorial
Coliseum.
6. Plus/minus system implemented.
Just two weeks ago the faculty overwhelmingly approved a plan to institute a plus/minus grading system,
despite two Student Government surveys that showed 59 percent of stu-

From Page AI
1995 and enrolled in 1994. The current senior class had
only 897 students when it entered four years ago.
"The academic credentials of the students we admitted
were a little bit stronger, but not measurably stronger,"
Starling said. The middle 50 percent of the students had
SAT scores ranging from 1220 to 1390, about the same as
1996's entering class.
Next year' sentering class could be even larger, Starling
said, if more current students than expected leave the
university over the next few months. "We monitor returning students all the time," he said.
Bucking a national trend, the university did not see an
increase in early-decision applicants this year.

-------·-----·-·- ·-

university and community are considered with roughly
equal weight.
Tenure decisions-are only made after a faculty member
has successfully taught at the university for a number of
years.
"The nonnal time for a tenure decision for a new
assistant professor is six years," Escott said. However, for
faculty members with previous teaching experience at
other universities, tenure decisions may be awarded after
four years of teaching here.
·
The faculty members being awarded Wake Forest professorships are John Baxley. a professor of mathematics
and computer science; Deborah Best, a professor of
psychology; Willie Pearson Jr., a professor of sociology;
and W. Jack Rejeski Jr., a professor of Health and Exercise Science.
TheWake Forest professorships are endowed by the Z.
Smith Reynolds Foundation and are designed to recognize excellence in teaching and scholarship. There are
currently nine Wake Forest Professors.

dents disagreed with such a plan. The
new method will start in the fall of
1998 and will effect current sophomores and freshman.
7. Shorty's opens. Over a decade
after first being proposed by SG,
Shorty's opened. The pub/coffeehouse features three kinds of beer,
Starbucks coffee and food, all of
which can be purchased with a meal
card.
Shorty's is adorned with a big
screen television, pool tables, a stereo and university memorabilia on
the walls.
8. Parking. The lack of parking spaces
on this campus has been the number
one student complaint this year. Students have been receiving $20 parking tickets with a frequency that would
put a strain on even Ross Perot's
budget.
SG and the Resident Student Association have been looking at ways of
relieving the problem.
9. Football team beats powerhouse
Northwestern. Remember this one?

Admission

general problem of interpersonal relationships.
To correct the faculty gender imbalance, the department asked that
tenure be provided for the two currently untenured positions.
Escott said that is not likely. "As .
dean I work with all the departments
in the college and I see a great number
of departments that are offering strong
programs, struggling to improve. I
believe that those departments should
receive first consideration when hiring new faculty. Outstanding performance should be rewarded."
Escott said anthropology was not
one of those departments. However,
he said that performance is not the
only factor taken into consideration
when faculty decisions are made.
"Programs that need help should
be strengthened. There aremanyways
to do that. We are constantly looking
for ways to improve resources."

The Deacon football squad came from
behind, down ten points twice, to beat
Northwestern University, the defending Big Ten champions.
Would this be the year that the team
would cease to be the whipping boys
of the ACC? No.
The Deacons went on to win only
one more game the rest of the season,
but it sure was sweet to beat a team
that played in the Rose Bowl the year
before.
10. Nightline comes to Chapel. On
February 12, Wait Chapel hosted a
special Viewpoint addition of
Nightline.
Moderated by Ted Koppel, the
show featured a discussion of the
recent Food Lion case, in which the
grocery store was awarded $5.5 million in damages from the American
Broadcasting Company for fraudulent reporting techniques.
Students and professors asked questions of the panel, which included
Diane Sawyer and ABC president
Roone Arledge

As universities become more competitive and top students become more concerned about attending highquality schools, more of them submit early-decision applications because they perceive that universities are
more likely to accept early-decision applicants.
True to this trend, the 1996 entering class was notable
for a major increase in early-decision applications- 570
students were admitted on early decision then, compared
with411 in 1995. But this year, Starling said, the number
is approximately the same as last year.
The lack of increase is particularly striking because the
admissions office added a plan that allows students to
submit early-decision applications at other universities in
addition to this university.
Students were admitted from all 50 states and 14
foreign countries. The male-female ratio of accepted
students is approximately 50-50. Starling does not expect
quite as much geographic diversity in the entering class,
however. "Chances are we won't have somebody from
every state,'" he said.
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• Flood ravages Red River Valley
GRAND FORKS, N.D.- As the Red Riverreached
a peak level Monday- about 54 feet, nearly twice
the flood stage- so did the chaos in Grand Forks,
North Dakota. Some residents watched television
footage which showed their homes immersed in up
to 15 feet of water. Though mandatory evacuation
orders had been issued Monday, some residents
remained. Rescue workers struggled to save them,
including a blind man and a 96-year old woman
who was unaware of the situation.
Despite efforts to prevent fires, which included
cutting off power, several houses and downtown
buildings have been either destroyed or damaged
by fire.
Flood waters also forced the closing of the water
treatment plant, which served both residents and a
nearby Air Force base. Meanwhile, residents. thankful that no one has died in the flood. anxiously wait
for the time when they may return to their homes.

• Runners set records in Boston
BOSTON- Several athletes found themselves in
the spotlight Monday in the JOist Boston Marathon. Australian Louise Sauvage won the women's
wheelchair division, defeating Jean Driscoll of
Champaign, Ill.. who was attempting to become the
tirst person to win the marathon eight times.
Finishing first in the men's open race was Kenyan
Lameck Aguta. Aguta's victory marked the seventh consecutive year a Kenyan has won the race.
Overcoming the 12-mph head wind which slowed
the pace drastically, Aguta tinished in 2: I 0:34.
Fatuma Roba of Ethiopia set two records as she
took first place in the women's race. She was not
only the first African woman to win the Boston
Marathon, but also the first reigning Olympic champion to win the Marathon in the following year.
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• Quad incidents continue_.

• Peruvian hostage standoff ends
LIMA, Peru- The hostage standoff at the Japanese ambassador's mansion in Lima, Peru, ended
Tuesday when Peruvian troops stormed the building and rescued the 71 hostages who had been held
there for four months. All 14 captors. who were
playing soccer when the incident occurred, were
killed, including the group's leader, Nestor Cerpa.
Twenty-five captives were also injured as the troops
burst into the compound from the front, back and
the roof. The hostages were mostly Peruvians and
included 24 Japanese men.
The crisis began when armed guerrillas raided
the mansion Dec. 17 during a party in celebration of
the Japanese emperor's birthday and took almost
500 hostages. Because the situation caused a political crisis in Peru, the Pemvian interior minister and
national police chief resigned last weekend, accepting blame for the inadequate security that enabled the takeover.
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Campus Police officers on a routinC? p~trcll saw a· : ~:
person urinating near some step~ in Parking Lot B, : ·
between Davis and Taylor houses. The 'officer
questioned the person, who was identified as a
student, as he was attempting to walk away. At this'
time, another student approached them and became argumentative. The incident was forwarded
to Harold Holmes, an associate vice president and
the dean of student services.

•Theft
Students take part in the shopping-cart portion of the Quad 500. This event began the week of activities which
promoted interaction and competition among Greek organizations.

Week emphasizes unity
among Greek groups
Wednesday provided students the opportunity to participate in the Red Cross Blood Drive.
''The blood drive is a tradition that is very important
Last week the campus tradition of Greek Week, which because it is important to have a large volume of blood
brings together all the various fraternities and sororities, donated from Greek Week," Ford said.
was held. This week's events emphasized brotherhood,
Thursday's event was the Garden Party with Mean
sisterhood and service.
Mister Mustard on Davis Field. "It was hard to get people
Monday's events were the Campus Wide Letter Day, a involved and hardly anyone carne to the party in Davis
banner contest in the Pit, campus cleanup on the Quad, Field. I don't think this campus gets into Greek Week
followed by the Quad 500- a relay race around the Quad much overall," said junior Katie Meyer, co-chairwoman.
that involves big wheels, shopping-carts and in-line
The benefit concert was established this year, with ten
skates. The banner contest, a new event for Greek Week, percent of all the cover charge being given to Samaritan
was designed to show the spirit of each organization. Ministries. Junior Brian Goolsby, a co-chairman of Greek
Banners were judged according to their creativity, spirit Week, said the event raised $150.
and individuality.
For each of the events, the fraternities and sororities
The campus cleanup demonstrated Greek pride in the combined into groups of three or four organizations and
campus, as the members cleaned up various areas of the competed for points in each event
campus with maps and materials provided by Facilities
The overall Greek Week champion was the team with
Management. Mike Ford, the director of student develop- the highest total. This year's winner w~ the group of
ment, said, "Campus cleanup went very well with every fraternities Sigma Pi, Alpha Phi Alpha and sorority Kappa
Greek organization participating except for two, with a Delta. Ford said it was the second year that the organizaminimum of five participants. Some groups had forty tions divided into teams to help build community spirit
people involved."
and interaction with students from different organizaTuesday the Team Volleyball competition and the tions.
faculty-student volleyball competition were held. Ford
Ford noted the great benefits that Greek Week brings,
said that the faculty-student event was not successful including a service component, a social component and a
because of the lack of faculty involvement.
public visibility component "It gives Greeks the opporFord stressed the importance of finding some way to tunity to celebrate their friendships and the common
connected with the faculty in the future because of their purposes they share. Also it is an opportunity for other
importance to Greek Week.
people to see them in a positive light, as well," he said.
"The student volleyball was lively and it mixed men
Meyer said, "I think Greek Week is really important
and women in an exciting, competitive volleyball event because some people look at Greeks as a negative part of
that I think everyone enjoyed," Ford said.
the campus. It is a good time for different groups to
Wednesday's events were the Greek Sing on the Mag interact and the service projects are a good opportunity to
Court and a Samaritan Inn Kitchen Benefit at Ziggy's give a positive impression to those who don't see that
with musical group Jupiter Coyote. Both Tuesday and usually."
BY MARK RABU,\NO

Oto Gm.o AND

BI.,\CK Ru'ORlt:R

A walletbelongingtoauniversityemployeewas , ,
taken from a purse in an unlocked office in Tribble
Hall at about 3:30p.m. Aprill5. Thewallet'svalue
was not estimated, but it did contain $5.
A cover worth $80 was taken from a student's
motorcycle between 12 a.m. last Thursday and
5:45p.m. Friday. The motorcycle was parked in
Lot P, next to Wait ChapeL

•namage
A window in a student's car was broken between
12:30 a.m. and 2:35 a.m. April 14. Nothing was
taken from the car, which was parked in Lot J,
behind Collins Residence Hall.
· A window in a North Residence Hall lounge was
broken between 4: 18 a.m. and 4:20 a.m. Friday.

\•

...
~·

• Miscellaneous
An underage student, who had been drinking,
refused to leave a party at 11:39 p.m. on Friday.
The student was escorted back to his room by
Campus Police. The incident has been forwarded
to Holmes.
At 2:03a.m. Friday, a student reported receiving
several suspicious e-mail mes~ages through the
campus system network.
Campus Police responded to 42 calls from April
14 to Sun. including 11 incidents and investigations and 31 calls for services.

THIRSTY THURSDAY
and
TIPPIN' TUESDAY!

..
; '

..'

Winston-Salem Warthogs Baseball
Enjoy discount beer and great baseball
every Thursday compliments of
98.7 The Point and Diamondback Grill.
Now, we've added the same great deal
on Tuesdays in April and May from 94.5
The Rock Alternative
Student Admission only $3.50.
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THIRSTY THURSDAY- May 1; 15; 22
TIPPIN' TUESDAY- April29;. May 13
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Ernie Shore Field. Deacon Blvd.
Near Freddie B's.
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Gametime ... 7:15p.m.
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Gates Open ... 6:00p.m.
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Have You Had
MONO
in the last 30 days?
Then make $50
RIGHT NOW!

Is Law Sc;hool in your future? If yes, come and meet admissions officers and pre-law advisors;
learn about legal education, admissions, finanCial aid, ~inorities in law, and more on:
SATURDAY, APRIL 26, 1997

12:30p.m.
NORm CAROLINA BAR CENTER
· CARY,NC

Sponsored by Duke University, University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill and Wake Forest
·
University Schools of Law.
· For additional infonnation, contact Stacy Rusak: at (919) 613-7022 or
e-mail at rusak:@law.duke.edu.

If you have had mononucleosis in the last 30 days,
you could receive $50 each time you donate plasma!
Call 765-9774 or stop by!

Directions: Take Interstate 40E or 40W to Exit #287 - Harrison Avenue.
Turn onto Harrison Avenue and follow toward Cary. Tum right on to Weston Parkway and
follow for approximately 1.5 miles. The Bar Center will be on your right.

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS

Winston Salem's Best Self Storage

RIERSON'S

1900 South Hawthorne

Three ways to
beat the high
cost of college.

FAMILY DINING

FORT

GOOD FOOD
BIG PORTIONS
REASONABLE PRICES

KNOX
:

.

The Army Reserve Alternate
Training Progrmn is a smart way to
pay for college.
·
First, if you qualify, the
Montgomery GI Bill can provide
you with up to $7,124 for current
college expenses or approved
vo/tech training.
Second, if you h~r obtmna qualified student loan not in
default, you may get it paid off at
the rate of 15% per year or $500,
whichever is greater, up to a maximum of $10,000. Selected military
skills can double that maximum.
Third, you can earn part-time
money in college, and here's how
it works: One summer you take
Basic Training, and the next summer you receive skill training at
an Army school. You'll earn over
$1,500 for Basic and even more for
skill training. Then you'll attend
monthly meetings at an Army
Reserve unit near your college,
usually one weekend a month plus
two weeks a year. You'll be paid
over $107 a weekend to start It's
worth thinking about Give us a call:

** DAllY SPECIALS **

~

Radar Security System
Commerdal and Residential

Country Style Steak $3.99
All You Can Eat Spaghetti
with salad $5.99
Char Broiled Steaks
Teriyaki Chicken & Steaks
Vegetable Plates
=
"1:

ITaco Belli

Come in and rent now!
Pay aflat 3 month rate and store .
belongings up to September 1, 1997.
No Administration Fee with -this Ad.

~

.~

12
.~

IBurger'Kin~l :S
I

Seafood
Salads
Sandwiches
Souvlaki
Big Desserts
Beer&Wine

I RIERSONS I

s

WFU Special:
. '

3. Part-time IIICOIIIC

759-9599

Tllll lllrly Sell Storage with Flte PtlllltJIItJn
All SteeJ·flldividual Storage Units
7 Day Eledroaie Access

~,

1. 1he MonttomcrY Gl Bill
I. Student loin repayment

Eations Bankl
North Poillt Blvd.

1· Prime Care I

7842North
Point Blvd.
llam-9pm
Mon.- Sat.

659-1393

\

BEALL YOUCMIIIE."

ARMY RESERVE

U-HAUL Equipment: Limited Supply
Reserve NOW with Reservation Fee
.Receive 10% discount with this ad.

GIVE US TIME
TORIPAY
YOUR LOAN.

Buy r.ecycl<t...»d. It _.-.auld :r:nea.n tlae V~r<:::orld t.o then~.
~ t........ ~>a.a .. ...n ............. "'~ ~~)"" ~....J~-t- #Jr ..... J.:~.t"'l.~ ....~ '~---·.... ~·-~L.
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After just tl1n::e years
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in the Army, your college
lo.an oould be a thing tJf the..~
pa~.

Under the Army's Loan

Repaymentp~.each

yearyou ~rve on active
duty reduces your indebted·
ness by one-th1rd or $1,500,

STA Travel is the world's lar:est
travel organization specializing
in low-cost travel for students.

whichever amount is
t.rre-.ater. up to a $55,000
limit
'lnis otrer ~•pplies to
Perkins Loons. Stafford

PSST! Got the urge to tl'a.vel?
S'I'A Tcavel has ~ atudent airfa.rea to
destinations around the world. Go shopping
on our website for current !Nudent airfares.

Loans and ct'T'tain oUter

federally insured loans
which are not in default.
. And this is just the first
of many benefit!5lhe Army
will triv~ you. Get tbe whole
story from y(lUr Army

(800) 777-0112

www.sta-travel.com

Recruiter.

659-1393

ARMY.
II ALL YOU CAM BE;

. . ::rus.a.

Summer Jobs

llllt C«H, """'"' llr.l'tlllt

i
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HEALY DRIVE.

@

FAX 765--29811

4

~

~

o-.lc.. TM·~•
_ _ ._.. 'l4

HORTHPOINT BLVD

f 765-4505 759·2299
!

S

•

i
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U!rMd U..Mia H.DDt.9l

Call
Northpoint
forWFU

DW\~"r~I!GEtFIIO

delivery

FAX 759-9955
A.;ld.-.~~,D-

Avg Earnings $6000

·Get To Travel
Calll-800-251-4000 Ext. 1576

Complete exhaust and
brake service
ask about our

nationvvide

Lifetime
Guarantee

<::,'&~

•

377·2572

Meineke on University

. (5950 University Pkway., across from Walmart)
Mon.-Sat. 8 am-6 pm • V.B. Hamrick Jr., owner
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OLD GOLD AND BLACK
The Student Newspaper of Wake Forest Unil'ersity
Founded in 1916

EDITORIALS

A look back at the
year's highs, lows
From the tragic assault and
deaths striking our campus, to the
plans for dissoving an academic
department, from the disappointing basketball season to the administrati_on continuing in its tradition of completely disregarding
student interest and opinion, this
year has been largely difficult and
disappointing. But there have been
several bright spots as well, thanks
to the special contributions of individuals who have worked to
improve the university community. Let's look back and review
this year's cheers and jeers.
Cheers to Student Goverment
for completing Shorty's successfully. The coffeehouse/pub has
added a new, positive element to
student life.
Jeers to the administration and
Parking Management for perpetuating the parking problem on campus. Because it overissued parking decals, there are not enough
spaces for students to park. They
have offered nothing to solve the
problem except, of course,issuing
more parking tickets.
Cheers to the Year of the Arts
committee for bringing to campus
various artistic perfonnances and
functions. They have helped bring
into focus important pieces of culture to which students may not
have otherwise been exposed.
Jeers to the administration, on
the other hand, for taking away
important pieces of academia by
phasing out the anthropology
graduate program and by putting
the future of the undergraduate
program in jeopardy.
The administration does deserve
a cheer for getting the university
into U.S. News and World Report's
top 25 national universities.
It gets a resounding jeer, however, for our ranking of 65th in
academic reputation. With administrative decisions that have had
such negative results as the pending destruction of the anthropology department and the loss of
several valuable professors in the
religion and biology departments,
it'snowonderthe university's academic reputation is ailing.
Cheers to the debate team for
bringing positive adacemic news
with its impressive national championship. Their hard work and talent is to be commended.
Jeers to the board of trustees for
delaying the decision of the student trustee without reason. Their
delay raises suspicion about their
motives and will ultimately end up
hurting student representation on
the board by sending in an unprepared student for the job.
Cheers to the organizers and participants of the rally in Raleigh. It
is refreshing to see student action
and involvement in an important
issue, especially among the usual
apathy of which the student body

is accused. While the impetus was
a tragedy, the incident has brought
students together to take action.
Jeers to the faculty for following
in the footsteps of the administration by ignoring student input regarding the plus/minus grading
system. The faculty took away the
opportunity for student voice to
have any impact on the decision by
voting on the plan before the open
forum took place, and they had no
interest in the SG survey that said
students were against the new plan.
Cheers to Student Union for
reagrding student interest, unlike
faculty and administration,by
working to bring big-name entertainment to the campus. By getting
names like They Might Be Giants,
Vertical Horizon, Barry Williams
and Chris Rock, they provided us
withgreatentertainmentand stirred
up student interest, showing they
care about what students want and
are willing to work to get it.
Jeers to the administration again,
though, for being completely apathetic to and out of touch with
student interest yet again with both
the choice for commencement
speaker and the handling of basketball ticket distribution. No opinion from students was sought in
the choosing of a commencement
speaker and students must now
tolerate a disappointing choice for
what should be a memorable and
exciting event in their lives. Basketball ticket distribution is also
still a mess and the administration
has done nothing about it. Probably because student tickets are
free and thus bring no revenue to
the university.
Speaking of basketball, cheers
to the men's basketball team for
bringing excitment to the campus
with the start of basketball season.
Watching our number two nationally ranked team kick off the season filled us with thrills and pride.
Jeers to the team, though, for the
downhill spiral ittook, cutting short
our hopes for not only the muchanticipated national championship,
but even the defense of our ACC
championship.
Cheers to senior Tim Duncan,
however, for not only staying to
complete his senior year at the
university, but also for performing
like a superstar. He carried the
team by himself by the end of the
season with his incredible talent
and hard work and he handled the
declining pefonnances of his teammates with the upmost grace and
professionalism.
Cheers also to the football team
for its impressive and surprising
win over Northwestern; jeers to
the team for its embarassing and
ridiculous loss to Navy.
Cheers to Campus Police for
finally erecting the lights and call
boxes around campus that help ensure our safety.
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Department clouded by lack of facts
R
alph Wood's decision to ac- CHARLES A. KIMBALL
ment does offer upper-level courses
cept a position as distinperiodically which explore a variety
guished professor of religion GuEST CoLUMNIST
of issues related to gender as a frameat Samford University has prompted
work for analysis and interpretation.
several students and two retired fac- to call the person quoted and arrange Is this shocking? The American
ulty members to express their views a time to get together so that I might Academy of Religion and a wide
about Wood, the department of reli- understand better what stands be- variety of other disciplines within
gion ·and the larger culture of the hind such broad generalizations. I the university affirm the importance
university. I have been heartened, have been particularly interested to of pioneering work in this area.
intrigued, puzzled and disappointed learn more since these characterizaMeanwhile, the department of reby the various things published in tions do not match my perceptions ligion offers dozens of courses in
or experience.
the Old Gold and Black.
biblical studies, church history, ethI understand that Ralph Wood,
As I spoke with various people, an ics and theology each year. Some of
the Easley professor of religion, has interesting pattern began to emerge. the people who were quoted in the
been an outstanding teacher and None of those
paper seemed
mentor at the university. He has who made statesurprised to discontributed to the life of the univer- ments had made
cover what actuam troubled when a
sity in many important ways since any effort to talk
allygoesoninthe
with me or others group of.people whom I
coming here in 1971.
department of reHe will be missed. It is appropri- in the department know to be fine scholars
ligion. The fog
ate and not surprising that a number of religion. Their
created by referof people have expressed their ap- strong feelings and caring people are de. ring to a "liberal
preciation for Wood even as they and perceptions humanized via broad
and
secular
were based on
lament his departure.
agenda"- whatHaving made such a decision my- things they had generalizations.
ever that is supself this past year-leaving Furman "heard." When
posed to meanUniversity to accept a position here we sat together
disappeared in
- I understand well the mixed feel- and talked specifically about the fac- the course of conversations.
ings of students and colleagues re- ulty, the courses we offer; changes
When I was interviewing for the
lated to changing jobs. Whatever in the curriculum, the newly hired position at the university, I looked
one's sense ofloss, it is also impor- faculty and future plans, the whole closely at the academic credentials
tant to be able to celebrate this honor tenor of the discussions changed. and productivity of department memand opportunity with Professor Most people were pleased to learn bers. I found the record of teaching
about the department; several apolo- and scholarly publications in the deWood.
Using Wood's departure as an gized for their unfounded character- partment of religion to be extremely
occasion to make sweeping and de- ization.
strong. And the future is even
Have there been changes over the brighter.
rogatory statements about the department of religion and, more years? Of course. This year and next
At the same time, this faculty is
broadly, the wider university, is quite illustrate the point. In addition to a actively involved in churches and
course on Contemporary Catholi- community activities. Over half are
another matter.
I have been puzzled and disap- cism, we are offering new courses ordained clergy- Baptist, Methodpointed by several generic state- on Islam, The Parables of Jesus and ist and Episcopalian. While we insist
ments about "the liberal and secu- Conceptions of the Afterlife. It is on high scholarly standards, I don't
lar" agenda, "lightweight and hard to imagine the grounds on which know of a single person in this detrendy" changes in the curriculum anyone might judge these courses to partment who approaches religion
and charges that this university has be trendy, secular, lightweight or only as a subject for academic insomehow completely lost touch with liberal.
quiry.
When I probed deeper, the critiits heritage.
This perspective relates directly to
Each time such statements have cism seemed to center on courses students. The nine full-time faculty
appeared in print I have endeavored related to gender issues. The depart- and five adjuncts teaching this year

I

Faculty respond
In light of the information recently
shared by way of articles as well as
letters to the editor about the anthropology department's Program Review Study, the faculty has chosen to
speak as one voice on several matters. We have not spoken earlier because we have honored the
administration's request that neither
they nor we would discuss this issue
publicly before reaching some type
of resolution; however since the administration has now granted interviews to the Old Gold and Black and
the Winston-Salem Journal we can
no longer remain silent.
We believe that the anthropology
department has worked diligently to·
establish a program that is committed not only to the education of students but also to upholding the
university's liberal arts tradition. Our
efforts have resulted in an increase in
majors and minors (a total of 53
majors and eight minors currently)
as well as the success patterns of our
students following graduation from
the college with an anthropology
major.
We know that all departments can
always improve their programs. The
Program Review, which we undertook seriously and honestly, brought
to our attention ways in which we
could do this. Our outside Program
Review consultants stongly felt that
the two non-tenure track positions in
our department held by women
should be made tenure-track positions since all the tenured positions
in the department are held by men.
That administration has failed to give
us these tenure-track positions though

- ··-----

obvious gender inequality in tenured positions lowers morale among
the women faculty and suggests to
women students that women professors in our department have lower
value than males, which they do not.
AsaresultoftheProgramReview
process, we have taken a number of
important actions to further
strengthen our department. Among
these are the revision of our curriculum so that it compares favorably
with anthropology departments in
other similarly-ranked competitiveadmission universities, the improvement of faculty scholarship and
teaching skills and more effective
use of the Museum of Anthropology
as an academic resource. Of particular concern to us have been genderrelated issues and interpersonal relations in the department. We have
spent considerable time and energy
trying to address these problems.
We have enhanced communication
among the faculty, identified and
begun to change patterns of gender
bias in and outside the classroom
and instituted a review process to
monitor our success in this regard.
Specific details about our plans can
and will be provided when such is
requested.
We strongly believe that these gender related issues have arisen in part
because of the long history ofhaving
male-only faculty and the subsequent
hiring of women only in non-tenuretrack positions. Change in this area
will require a restructuring of the
department and time. Furthermore,
we believe that the difficulties the
anthropology department has encountered in its attempt to be more
inclusive can be found to a greater or

lesser extent in many other academic
departments as well as the university
administration. As Lu Leake, the
chairperson of the Commission on
the Status of Women, stated in the
latest issue of Wake Forest Magazine, "Like so many institutions,
Wake Forest began as a men's college and admitted women more than
a century later. It accommodated
them not by becoming a different
institution, but by allowing them to
become part of one that remained the
exclusive province of men." We hope
that the university is committed to·
supporting the efforts of the department, and others like us, in making
an all-inclusive institution.
We feel that the administration
has greatly exaggerated our
department's shortcomings. Not even
the outside consultants, whom the
administration hired to evaluate our
department independently, recommended the elimination of our graduate program or the phasing out of our
undergraduate program. We fail to
understand why the administration,
by eliminating our graduate program
and contemplating the elimination
of our undergraduate program, has
gone against our own wishes as well
as those of the outside reviewers.
Many of us are longtime members
of the university community, and we
have never before experienced such
a radical solution to what are common problems faced by many departments in universities across the
country. The university has a national reputation, but cutting programs and possibly departments can
tarnish that reputation for it will appear that the university has serious
financial problems that may justify

----------------------------------------· ---·---

are concerned with the education of
the whole person.
I am troubled when a group of
people whom I know to be fine scholars and caring people are de-human·
ized via broad generalizations,
The concern for the climate in the
wider university is legitimate. Many
people express hope that the university can find appropriate and meaningful ways to affirm its rich heritage
asa church-related institution, rooted
in a tradition and committed to free
·
and open inquiry.
How precisely to do this best is not
entirely clear. Certainly, the decision
to start a new Divinity School makes
a strong and positive institutional
statement about the future. It is worth
noting that Bill Leonard, the founding Dean of the Divinity School,
came to the university this year from
Samford, where he-was the chainnan
of the religion department.
The upcoming Year.ofReligion in
American Life will provide important opportunities to explore issues
related to the heritage and future of
this school. In particular, the university will host a symposium on religion and higher education in late
October.
The Lilly Foundation provided a
grant enabling us to invite five people
from 15 schools with a Baptist-related heritage. Consultants from
schools with other church-related
histories will facilitate what we hope
will be a productive gathering. Plenary sessions will be open to all who
are interested.
For those who care deeply about
the heritage of the university, the
invitation is simple: Ask questions,
seek accurate information and join
the discussion to help shape our future.
Charles A. Kimball is a professor
and the chairman of the department
of religion.

such drastic action. It is our collective conviction that the substance of
the college's curriculum would be
noticeably impoverished were the anthropology department to be abolished and the offerings of our faculty
to be scattered and diminished over
time.
As we understand the function of
the Program Review, it is a process
by which the departments can identify weaknesses in their programs
and structures, and suggest solutions
to these problems. We have done
this. We anticipate that the changes
we propose will enable the department of anthropology to better provide students with an anthropological understanding of cultural and
physical diversity and provide them
with cross-cultural experiences. The
nurturing and challenging of our students' minds lie at the very heart of
the.university experience, and we as
a faculty are convinced that our efforts in this regard are synonymous
with the intellectual value and the
historic mission of the university and
its faculty.
As an appropriate and intended
result of the Program Review, the
anthropology faculty has dedicated
itself anew to the effective and challenging process of teaching and learning both in our department and among
numerous other disciplines in whose
programs we participate by offering
courses in interdisciplinary minors
and area studies programs. In all of
this our commitment is to our students and to the intellectual life of the
college. We are proud of our accomplishments and we embrace change
that makes us a more effective faculty. We will continue to be resolute
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Racism inftltrates ~campus despite demal of Its eXIStence

numbe~ of students have recently
expressed reservations about _the
comments made at the recent V01ces
Orgapized in the Interest ofCollective Equality rally by junior Lilly Bekele and sophomore Ronetta Dewberry that the conspicuous presence of campus security was evidence of racism at the university. Our position is not that these officers are necessarily
bigoted, but we believe that there are some
very real issues of disparate treatment of
students of color on this campus.
Even if it seems that the presence of campus security at the· rally was not in itself a
raCial issue; when one views a spectrum of
interactions on this campus involving students.of color, a deflnite pattern unfolds. Let
us provide a·few examples.
At every Gym Jam, hosted by historically
black fraternities or sororities, there is no
alcohol served and metal detectors guard the
doors. Yet- there is a large police force stationed outside every Gym Jam.
ThehostsofGymJamsarerequiredtopay
$20 per hour per officer for security, resulting in between $300 to $500 lost per party, a
· cost that white fraternities and sororities
never even see. What is particularly disturbing is that up to 90 percent of the proceeds go
directly to community service, so essentially the community is penalized.
At white fraternity parties, where alcohol
is served and where fights are reported to
take place with some regularity, there is no
conspicuous police presence. Officers occasionally show up, but they don't carefully
guard those parties as they do the Gym Jams.
Also, a black female who rushed a traditionally white sorority was degraded as a
pledge because of the color of her skin. She
received from sorority sisters anonymous
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though white students would rarely get
DAVEED GARTENSTEJN-Ross AND stopped. When he complained, the director
·of student affairs said: 'Didn't you know
AL·HUSEIN MADHANY
this was a white university?' 'I said I knew
it was a university,' he says. 'After that I felt
GuF.sr CoLUMNISTS
I needed to be in an environment that felt
comforting and came here."'
hate mail aimed at preventing a black woman
The face of racism has changed in this
from entering the sorority.
half of the century. No longer are there laws
It is common for campus security to ask that explicitly promote prejudice and segrestudents of color to show their student iden- gation in our legal system, such as Jim Crow
tification, something which does not nor- laws and separate white and black facilities.
mally occur for white students. For example,
last year a black male resident of CoUins
the students of
Residence Hall, dressed in aWake Forest T- virtually
shirt and jeans, was walking outside his
color we've encountered in our
residence hall when he was stopped by Campus Police. They were responding to a call three years at the school believe
from a white resident who stated that a susthat racism exists and is a probpicious-looking black male was outside. He
was questioned for over 15 minutes, asked lem on this campus and in this
for his identification and asked whether he
, country.
lived in Collins and what his purpose was for
being outside, despite the fact that he lived in
thedorm.
·
Additionally, a black student in the Benson These Jaws have been replaced by instituUniversity Center food court was· repri- tional and covert racism, such as the above
manded by a whitemanagerwhothoughtthe indignities that permeate the lives of stustudent was an employee and had stolen a dents and faculty of color.
drink that he had actually purchased.
Charles Richman, a professor of psycholThe problem of racism on college cam- ogy who teaches a course on racism, said,
puses is by no means confined to this uni ver- "Covert racism has a tremendous impact. I
sity. The Aprill8 Christian Science Moni- think most people would like not to demontor, discussing a black student who trans- strate behaviors or attitudes that are racist by
ferred because of racism, stated: "In part, nature, but many times we are not aware of
that's why Harold Ross is now a sophomore them. Awareness is a critical issue, and I
at Morehouse College, one of the four all- hope most of us would do something about
black colleges in Atlanta. While he was a it when it's pointed out that we've been
freshman at another university in New York, insensitive." .
he says campus police followed him around
Virtually all the students of color we've
and constantly asked for identification, al- encountered in our three years at the school

an

believe that racism exists and is a problem
on this campus and in this country. Celebrations such as the Big Kahuna, resentment
toward a black Homecoming Queen and the
stereotyping of black males as athletes weigh
heavy on the conscience of students ofcolor.
One of the main problems in discussing
racism ironically emerges from liberal white
students who, although perhaps not overtly
racist, deny the realities of racism. Frustration arises when and if white students are
quick to argue with, yet slow to listen to, the
reality faced by students of color. Freshman
Vaishaliben Patel, an Asian female, said,
"People make excuses for racism because
people aren't seeing it as it really is, and
these incidents are just increasing."
One black female expressed her frustration with attempting to discuss issues of race
with white students. She felt that it is impossible to persuade them to see that which is
right before their eyes, and has "given up,"
as many other students have, in pointing out
the blatant truth.
Thirty-four years ago, Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. said, "I have almost reached the
regrettable conclusion that the Negro's great
stumbling block in the stride toward freedom is not the White Citizens Councilor, or
the Ku Klux Klanner, but the white moderate who is more devoted to 'order' than to
justice; who prefers a negative peace which
is the absence of tension to a positive peace
which is the presence of justice; who constantly says, 'I agree with you and the goal
you seek, but I can't agree with your methods of direct action'; who paternalistically
feels that he can set the time table for another
man's freedom; who lives by the myth of
time and who constantly advises the Negro
to wait until a 'more convenient season.'

Shallow understanding from people ofgood
will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will."
Professor Richman concurs and believes
these words still hold true today. He said,
"A good way to not get in the fray is to deny
the existence of racism. Racism exists in
all aspects of society. The 1964 decision
that got rid of racist laws did little to
change attitudes."
We do not believe that people are inherently evil but that we all make mistakes.
We are asking for dialogue, or at least for
people to acknowledge that racism exists.
It exists in America, and if anybody thinks
that it is magically absent from the this
campus, he or she is sorely mistaken.
This is a call for our community to
engage in a future focus. Professor Richman
feels that it is crucial to tackle racism on a
personal level: "The most important thing
is to understand your own culture or group,
and when in your group you see something
going on that's either subtly or overtly
racist, to inform the person that you're not
happy with it, even if that person is a dear
friend."
We must ask ourselves as a community
where America will be in the next century.
The October 1996 issue of American Demographics Magazine and the Census
Bureau project that by the year 2056 people
of color will be a majority in this country.
The question isn't whether you agree that
racism exists. The question is whether you
can make yourself aware of cultures that
will have a direct impact on your life and
your children's lives.
Dialogue must ensue. We are at a point
of inflection, and the future is upon us. Are
you prepared?

Genocide victims of all races
should be remembered

I

was looking at my calendar the other day anticipat- RANYA HABASH
ing graduation, and I noticed that May 4 is Holocaust
Remembrance Day, an idea which struck me as
GuEsT CoLUMNIST
magnificently hypocritical.
by side with Palestinian protesters, demonstrating peaceEvery day must be a day of remembrance for every life
lost under the political guise of such monstrosities as fully against the Jewish attempt to acquire Palestinian land,
genocide, not just Jewish lives, and the fact is tllat and therefore their lives.
remembrance without application of that learned knowlUnfortunately, these pro-peace representatives are not
edge is utterly useless. Yes, we must remember the evils the ones in power, and their modem views are very rarely
of man throughout history, but more importantly, we substantiated or even acknowledged. This is what breaks
must learn from our mismy heart.
takes and prevent themAs a graduating senior,
I will be moving on to mediat all costs - from hapEvery day must be a day of remembrance
cal school next year and
pening again.
for every life lost under the political guise
The issue to which I am
would like to leave a sincere
referring specifically is the
message to aU Arab students
of such monstrosities as genocide, not just
· Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
- Palestinian, Lebanese,
Iraqi, Jordanian, Iranian,
which has occurred relentJewish lives, and the fact is that rememlessly for over 75 years
Egyptian, and so on- here
brance without application of that learned
now. As a Palestinian myon campus. Wemustallpull
self, I have grown up entogether to advance ourknowledge is utterly useless.
grossed in my culture and
selves, endeavoring to
my heritage and have a firstachieve success in all ashand account of the effects
pects of our lives, for it is
of Jewish persecution on my people. These same vic- only through education and hard work that we can overtims, when inhumanely chased out of Nazi Germany, come any attempt at oppression.
victimized the Palestinian people in the same manner in
So, on May 4, when you see on your calendars that day of
which they had been persecuted, and continue to do so up remembrance for Holocaust victims, please feel for their
pain, their loss and the whole world's injury. However,
to this very day.
It would be unfair of me to blame every Jew for what please also remember that there are holocausts occurring
is presently happening to my people, and I honestly do every day in our societies. We must acknowledge these
not. Each day there are Jewish protesters, standing side holocausts in order to stop history from repeating itself.

in our commitment to academic excellence and the life of the mind.
The Department of
Anthropology

Anthro defense
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Once again I feel the need to defend the anthropology department.
This is not an easy task, not because
the charges against the department
are justified, but because nobody
seems to know what the charges are!
It has been an enormous and unnecessary waste of my time to ferret out
a rationale for the seemingly irrational behavior of the administration.
Knowing that this may be my last
chance to defend the department, I
have attempted to examine this issue
fully. I have talked to many faculty
members, chairpersons and students.
I am fairly sure that I have the charges
right. The new wave of accusations
seem to coalesce around four major
points: teaching quality, sexism, faculty publications and the use of the
Museum of Anthropology. I would
have appreciated irif the administration had made this matter public. My
task would have been much easier.
As it is, students and facu!ty have
been operating on the basis of rumors
and the cursory treatment of the situation in the Old Gold and Black and
The Winston-Salem Journal. Why
has the administration been so silent? Perhaps it is because their arguments are so easily countered.
I have conducted a survey of current anthropology undergraduate
majors and minors. My sampling base
was the list of 52 majors and minors

----- ~

offered by the department. I was able
to contact 37 anthropology students,
through phone calls or personal interviews. The remaining 15 were either unlisted or not home when I
called (twice a day Friday and Saturday.) I asked the respondents various questions regarding the above
issues. If anyone is interested in my
exact methodology and structure of
the survey, please call. As expected,
not one of the respondents thought
that the anthropology undergraduate
program should be cut. Also as expected, only four students said they
"knew the administration's reasons
for considering the elimination of
the undergraduate program." The
"reasons" they suggested included
gender issues, money, tenure issues,
the cancerous growth of the physical
facilities and the proposed plans to
build a new recreation center. Their
sources were rumor and some newspaper coverage. This clearly demonstrates that the decision is being made
without the students' input or know!edge.
• Teaching Quality: According
to my survey, the teaching quality of
the anthropology department is irrefutable. Twenty-seven respondents
(73 percent) said that the anthropology teaching quality was higher than
in other departments. six (16 percent) said the quality was the same.
Realizing that aggregate data could
be misleading, I also had students
rate individual professors on a fivepoint scale, from very low quality to
very high quality. They were assured that their responses would be
anonymous to all but me and that
individual professors' names would
not be published or revealed in the

summation of the data. The mode for spondents) in the department.
all professors was "very high qualThree students (8 percent) comity" (39.6 percent) of responses, fol- plained about sexism. Two responlowed by "high" (29:2 percent). No dents said that they had experienced
professor ranked below average. In sexism in the classroom. Two stu~
addition, two of the six faculty mem- dents said they experienced sexism
hers have received campus-wide when talking to a professor out of
teaching awards. Clearly, these num- class. These three students all stated
bers represent a very strong teaching that the degree of sexism in the anfaculty.
thropology department was "the
It is uncertain how the administra- same" or "lower" as that of other
tion received information regarding departments. The responses indicate
the teaching quality of the depart- that other departments are as guilty or
ment. At no time during the past two more guilty of sexism. I personally
years did the dean or provost request know of four professors my friends
the anthropology teaching evalua- have accused of rampant sexism, each
tions (conducted at the end of each of them from different departments
semester) from the acting chair of the and none of them from the anthropoldepartment. Teaching evaluations are ogy department. Anthropology should
the most objective measure of teach- not be singled out for punishment.
ing available. The self-study and the
•Publications: Publications are anoutside evaluations made no men- other issue. The administration is action of teaching quality. So the only cusing the anthropology department
other source for this could be people of not publishing enough. This may
(students?) coming directly to the be a justifiable claim, although it is
administration, a dubiously subjec- difficult to determine w~at the adtive and limited measure of quality. ministration would consider
The complaints certainly dido' t come "enough." But there is no evidence
from the acting chairman, Dean Toby the anthropology department is exHale, who has received only two treme in this shortcoming.
complaints about faculty during his
I have reviewed the Annual Retenure, both concerning grades. So ports of the Professional Activities of
how did the administration develop the Reynolda Campus Faculties from
this opinion? Even if there is a prob- 1990 to 1995. There are other depart!em with teaching quality, the elimi- ments whose publication records are
nation of the department would still as imperfect as the anthropology
be unjustified. There are less ex- department's. In every department
treme solutions.
some members publish, some don't.
• Sexism: Because I have dealt
Such departments are not being tarwith this issue in my previous letter geted for their lackluster publication
(April 10, "Gender Confusion"), I records. In additipn, some of the most
shall not spend much time on it here. highly esteemed professors and chairIn my survey I asked women and persons of departments at the univermen about sexism (defined as "dis- sity have not published anything durcrimination by gender" to the re- ing their careers. If the university uses

one's publication record as a measure of worth, then it sbould at least
be consistent in the application of
such criteria. Using publications as
an indicator of quality may be valid,
but the administration must make
such expectations explicit and apply
them equally to all departments.
• Museum Use: The charge that
the department does not use the Museum to its full advantage is undoubtedly the most bizarre of the accusations. The claim, I suppose, is that the
department does not use its resources.
First, this seems an odd sort of
justification for the elimination of
the department. The use of the museum in curriculum can be increased
without much upheaval. Second, it is
not a matter of the department misusing its resources. The museum does
not belong to the department. The
two budgets are completely separate.
Surely the economically-driven administration could understand that
separate budgets indicate that the future of one should not rely on the
"use" of the other. Perhaps the history department does not make full
use of Shorty's for student/faculty
bonding. Should the history department be cut for not taking full advantage of its resources? Third, the department does use the museum. Four
anthropology students, including me,
work there now. Two additional anthropology students are helping to
renovate the museum's North CaroIina exhibit. Because the positions
held by graduate students are open
(because of the elimination of the
graduate program), even more opportunities for student employment
will arise. In addition, 92 percent of
my survey respondents said they have

-~

been to the Museum. So anthropology students are using the
Museum.
• Consequences of Dissolution: The administration's assurances that anthropology will still
be taught if the department is dis· solved are not good enough. Anthropology relies on its labs and
the Overseas Research Center for
the richness and variety of its
teaching. An anthropology minor
is not an attractive option for many
students. Faculty funneled into
other departments will be subject
to additional constraints that will
seriously limit their ability to teach
anthropology.
I am also concerned about how
this decision will affect me. Getting into a graduate school with a
degree from a department that does
not exist will be a daunting task.
The problem will be even more
severe for the freshly declared
sophomores, since by the time
they get out of the university, the
word will have spread. Graduate
schools will likely assume the department was eliminated because
it offered an inferior program.
The quality of the education I
received here will be questioned.
Have I wasted my years at the
university? I have been shocked
by the callousness and secrecy
with which the administration has
dealt with this situation. Why has
a public statement not been made
so that those accused can defend
themselves? Why is there no due
process? Is the administration's
case that weak? Apparently.
Shannon Poe-Kennedy
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Striving for a legacy in life
prevents regret in later years

I

f we had only 24 hours to live, what would we want JOANNA IWATA
_
to do, who would we spend our time with and, most
importantly, what would we want to be remem- GUEST COLUMNIST
::. bered by (or in other words, what would we want our
legacy to be)?
family and friends. He decided to pursue his interest in
In light of the recent series of memorial services held vocal perfonnance, which ultimately landed him a
for different members of our community this year, all professional career he loves.
who died of unforeseen causes, we should realize that
Dan admitted that he never thought when he first
they did not have the luxury of reflecting on these came to the university he would be doing what he is
questions, but we do. And perhaps their deaths present doing now. Yet as an undergraduate, he was surto us a pregnant pause in our lives to consider whether rounded by people who helped him cultivate an openor not we are actively living out our legacy.
ness to exploring his passion. Teresa Radomski, an
This is a busy time of the year, one which for our associate professor of music and his vocal instructor,
seniors creates mixed emotions: the elation of actually was one of them. He also dared to take the risks some
"moving on" to a life outside the
people would shy away from, and by
university coupled with the anxidoing so he is in essence is now
eties of what that all entails. For
Can we transpose what
living his legacy.
the rest of us it marks the end of
As a senior, he was encouraged to
creating a legacy requires
yet another busy academic year.
compete and actually won a stateBut have we given much thought
into a more proactive prowide award from the Metropolitan
to what it is we desire to capture
Opera as a promising young vocalcess - into the "here and
in our lives not knowing what
ist. From there the rest has been
now?"
tomorrow will bring? Can we
history: Dan has his Master's degree
transpose what creating a legacy
in vocal performance from Amerirequires into a more proactive
can University and has perfonned
process- into the "here and now" versus as something with several nationally-renowned opera companies such
which we are remembered by posthumously?
as the Glimmerglass Opera, the Ohio Light Opera and
I recently met a young alumnus, Dan Britt, '89, who Maryland Lyric Opera. He has recently signed on with
in my mind best personifies someone who is actively a national talent agency to represent his interests in
living his legacy through his ability to actualize his musical theater (which could lead to key roles for him
passion in life. I was introduced to Dan a month ago on the Broadway stage).
when he came to sing as a soloist in the Beethoven
My encounter with Dan serves as an important illusconcert (as part of the Year of the Arts celebration} My tration of what can happen when we take the time to
fascination in meeting him was based not only on my examine our passions in life. Beyond this is an action
desire to learn more about his background, but also on component (patience and persistence) that we must
his creative use of his undergraduate degree (mass factor into the mix, for without it, a dream remains only
communication) to build a successful career in opera a dream, a possibility only a possibility.
and musical theater.
So if we believe we can create and live our own
In a discussion I had with Dan about his experiences legacy, not as an afterthought but as something accesat the university, he shared with me that he came from sible to us all the time- then if we had only 24 hours
a long line of family members who went to the univer- to live, perhaps we would not live those hours regretsity and thus, there was no question about where he ting what we had not done or had not achieved. And as
would go to college. In fact, until his sophomore year, Commencement approaches, perhaps this. is a symboli_c
he was a pre-law major (again following the footsteps time for all of us to "commence" or "move forv.'ard" in
of a successful family of attorneys) but something accessing and living our passion, our dreams and our
happened - an epiphany that changed the rest of his legacy. And in my mind, there is probably no better
life.
time than the present for us to do so, as the choice is ours
Dan discovered and identified that his passion (or -right here and right now.
what I would refer to as his "legacy in life") was in
Joanna Iwata is the director of the Benson Univerchoosing a different path, a path which mystified his sity Center.

Deferred rush allows development of individuality
I

ronically, we had already resigned our
selves to writing an editorial concerning
the role of the Greek system in the
academic climate at the university when
signs appeared on campus last Wednesday
to advertise a Student Government-sponsored forum concerning the "Intellectual
Climate at Wake Forest." Either SG is clairvoyant, or this is an issue that is clearly in
need of address by students. In any case, as
two former members of the Greek system
(and even a former Panhellenic officer), we
feel compelled to share our thoughts for
consideration by all interested parties.
The current academic climate at the university is certainly in need of attention. We
do not assert that this is the "fault" of the
Greek system, as Greeks and non-Greeks
alike, as individuals, are at a stage in life
when focus is easily lost and behaviors
become regrettable. Furthermore, we acknowledge the standard defense that the
Greek GPA averages are high enough to
validate the system in some respects. However, we do believe that the size of the Greek
system at the university, hovering around
50 percent of the student body each year, is
so disproportionate that it marginalizes those
who do not belong to it. Such prevalence of
a system inevitably leads to stifled efforts
for alternative activities on campus, both
social and academic. Therefore, we are advocating sophomore rush.

ELAINE KHATOD AND
JILL O'CALLAGHAN
GUEST COLUMNISTS

The dedication to Greek life on this campus has spilled over into academic efforts
inside and outside of the classroom, affecting Greeks and non-Greeks alike. How many
times, for example, has a professor offered
to hold a test review session on Monday
night, only to be told that he cannot because
half of the campus has mandatory meetings? How often have you had a week from
hell, but had to sit through a two-hour sorority meeting, attend a mid-week mandatory
event or go to an ail-day Saturday Rush
workshop to prepare for upcoming spring
Rush? The majority of women's groups on
this campus have policies that do not accept
academics as an excuse for missing such
events unless it is a direct class conflict, i.e.,
one is in a scheduled class or lab at that time.
Studying, attending a lecture series or volunteer commitments are not excused.
What about the efforts of other campus
organizations to promote activities that are
intellectually stimulating or service-oriented
that will benefitothers?ManyGreeks would
sincerely like to branch out more, but the
laws of time management prevent them
from involvement in a lot of activities that
would enhance their college experiences.

This limitation is problematic for non-Greeks
as well because many well-intentioned efforts can never get off the ground due to low
participation rates. Think of all the campus
organizations that are underutilized or barely
still in existence but that are gteat ideas
nonetheless. It is a shame for such-organizations to miss the contributions of energetic
Greek individuals who have chosen to devote much of their limited time to their

We whole-heartedly support
the previously dismissed proposals for sophomore rush.
fraternal organizations.
Therefore, we whole-heartedly support
the previously dismissed proposals for
sophomore rush. We do not propose this as
an avenue to eradicate the Greek system, as
we see potential for Greeks as well as the
entire university microcosm to benefit from
such reforrn. That is, a downsizing of the
system from the whopping 50 percent would
create a less separatist campus, where Greek
life would be only one of many opportunities for students to pursue.
The status of Greek or independent would
not be of nearly so much importance in our
social and internal identities, thereby pro-

moting individualism and a social framework that is more conducive to taking advantage of the vastness of the liberal arts
environment.
·
Sophomore Rush would benefit the underclassmen by allowing them to further
establish'themselves academically and socially before committing to an organization
that requires a significant amount of time.
Perhaps of greater importance than the transition to college life is having adequate time
to be educated about the realities of the
Greek organizations that so many students
blindly pledge. The Greek system can appear very glamorous during one's first semester in college, but a student needs to
understand what the social, financial and
academic obligations of involvement with a
Greek organization really are. Would it not
be to a Greek organization's advantage to
pledge a student who is sufficiently educated about the system and is still eager to be
a part of it?
Furthermore, we think it logical to accept
members who have had adequate time to
begin to develop their individual identities
and interests in the college environment.
Such students would bring more mature
perspectives and be able to contribute more
to a group than they would at the stage
where they have barely gotten their feet wet
in their roles as college students. It seems
that the bonuses 9f deferred Rush would
/

"

create internally stronger organization~'
with greater senses of fraternity. Is it quality or quantity that validates the existence
of Greek groups?
Our aim here is not to dispute the merits
of the system that so many Greeks will
swear by to defend their traditions.· In fact, '
it stands to reason that if the system upholds these claims, it will not be damaged
by delaying rush for one semester. It will
take advantage of pledging new members
who have already adjusted to their new
college student responsibilities and have
begun to establish their own goals and
senses of individualism. Simply reducing
the percentage of students who choose to .
participate in Greek life should not be a
threat to a system that claims to offer an
enriched college life.
The issue ofdecentralization of the Greek
system has caused controversy for years at
the university. But it should not be assumed that all students would view this as
administrative infringement upon student
autonomy. Efforts to reform the intellectual climate of tile university must consider
the proportionality of what has been emphasized in student life. As the university
approaches the 21st century, it is imperative that the institution and all of the individuals it comprises reevaluate the priorities to which postmodem academia should
aspire.
'
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reasons to throw up one's hands and
give up, to punish a department (faculty, students and alumni) and to
This is a personal request from an trash a tradition of excellence which
alumnus to the administration, spe- has thrived for over 40 years, To do
cifically to the offices of the dean of this is tantamount to cowardice- a
the college and to the dean of the decision one can only make hiding
graduate school- Wake up!
under a desk in the dark.
University administrators are supThe proper and respectable reposed to provide an enriching envi- sponse would have been to fight and
ronment for learning, generous and to struggle and to find creative ways
diverse curriculums and support for to preserve an institution such as the
students, undergraduate and gradu- anthropology department- which
ate alike, to pursue a liberal educa- probably more than any other detion with the ability to concentrate partment helps to foster the mission
on a major of their choice. They are and purpose of the university, "to
also expected to make tough deci- seek to honor the ideals of liberal
sions that serve the interest of the learning, which entails commitment
university community as a whole to transmission of cultural heritage;
and to have special regard to the teaching the modes of learning in
interest of their primary clients the basic disciplines of human
the students. Unfortunately, these knowledge; developing critical apvalues must not be part of the job predation of moral, aesthetic and
description of Paul Escott, the dean religious values; and advancing the
of the college, and Gordon Melson, frontiers of knowledge through inthe dean of the graduate school.
depth study and research."
If so, the dissolution of the anA severely diminished anthropoltluopology department's graduate ogy deparunent would mean fewer
program and possibly the major students uniquely qualified to serve
would not have been an option these in law and medicine, fewer volunmen would have considered for this teers to teach overseas and in the
university. Conflicts or problems Peace Corps, and fewer students
within an academic department, (like myself) to pursue academics at
whether real or fictitious, are not the doctoral level at other institu-

Unhappy alumnus
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tions. The losses are too numerous
to mention and the gains, if any, too
few.
I implore all students past and
present to get on their ThinkPads
and ask the trustees of the university to force a reconsideration of
this action. Educate the administration that as little as $40 more in
tuition per active undergraduate
student ($152,000 per year) woulC:
be enough to fund two new fulltime faculty positions for the anthropology department.
As a student at the university I
learned the values of a passion for
knowledge and the commitment to
service. The cuts to anthropology
and the reluctance to give the department what it needs to continue
reflects the fact that Escott and
Melson need a big dose of Pro
Humanitate, and the university
needs someone willing to shove it
down their throats.

·--!-~~----------------------------------------

Mark E. Seifert '91

Great plan
As members of the 1996-97 executive board of WAKE TV, we
would like to commend John
Anderson, the vice president of fi-

nance and administration, for supporting the publications and media
at the university. Anderson is aiding
the members of the Publications
Board, such as WAKE TV, by providing the funds we need to expand
and better serve the university.
The Publications Board consists
of The Howler, The Old Gold and
Black, The Philomathesian, Three
to Four Ounces, WAKE Radio and
WAKE TV. Four of these organizations, with large capital and operating budgets, take a sizable proportion of the annual funds allocated by
the Student Budget Advisory Committee. Although these funds are
maximized, they are still never adequate to provide for growth within
the organization. Every year, SBAC
has no choice but to cut from our
requests those high-priced items that
SBAC just does not have the funds
to subsidize. These expensive items,
however, are inevitably the pieces
of equipment that are absolutelycrucial to support the growth of the
?rganizations.
This year, after the SBAC funding process was over, the Publications Board investigated other opportunities for money. Another avenue of receiving monetary support
, would not only help provide sub-

-------- -- -- -----~--------------- -- -----------

sidy for the modem equipment, but
also relieve the pressure on SBAC,
which could provide more help to
organizations with smaller budgets.
Enter John Anderson. He came to
a Publications Board meeting with a
suggestion that each organization
draw up a capital expansion proposal which outlined the individual
group's capital needs for the next
three years. He gave guidelines for
the proposals and let us know that
there would be no appeals process in
this round of decisions. Our reasoning for this stipulation was that our
potential source of financing would
be from excesses in the university
budget and Anderson would find as
much as he could. When he did so,
he would give that to the publications but would have no extra funding for which we could "appeal."
The in-depth final proposal that
WAKE TV submitted detailed exactly what equipment would be neeessary to bring the station up to
modern standards. This proposal
forced us to look carefully at our real
needs and present them in a businesslike manner to those who decide about university funding,
namely Anderson. After all, running a university is like running a
business. We also know that in any

---' ............ ~-- .. _'---------

'---~-

business world, one doesn't always
get the funding for which he or she
asks. However, WAKE TV and the
other members of the Publications
Board have been fortunate enough
to receive substantial monetary help
from the university through the support of administrators like Anderson and Ken Zick, the vice president
for student life and instructional resources,
What we must remember is that
we are not owed anything. Any fund-·
ing under Anderson's discretion
could have been put to other uses,
but he chose to support the students
by supporting their outlets for expression.
This capital expansion process for
the Publications Board members is
a solution that will help the university publications and media become
stronger groups. Having solid outlets for student ideas and opinions
will benefit us all.
Kathy Scott
Ben Applebaum
Brett Balsinger
Michael Binger
Chris Dobbins
Karen HiUenbrand
Laurie McGuckin WAKE TV Executive Board
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Deacon Notes
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foeacs fall to Blue Devils in finale, take second
~

BY MICHELLE ELLWOOD ,
Ow GoLD & BLACK REroR1ER

~-

say history repeats itself, and
"f,l They
the 20th annual ACC Women's
~t

il'ennis Championships the Demon
Deacons were unable to prove other~
}.vise. In a tournament where streaks
refused to die, the Deacs lost the ACC
bhampionship game to Duke for the
jhird year in a row. The victory was
.tJ:ie tenth slraight ACC Champion~ hip for the Blue Devils and continhed their streak of 91 consecutive
~CCwins.

.t

The Deacons, seeded second in the
. ~urnamentandrankedeighthnation
hlly, tore through the early rounds.
facing Clemson in the quarterfinals,
J;he team looked to make a statement.
1,f"reshman Amy Jensen, moving up to
l-

'

No. 1 singles for the tournament, lost
one set to the Tigers in her three set
victory, but that was the only bright
spot for Clemson throughout the day.
Senior Maggie Harris, sophomore
Nicole Kaiwai, junior Lule Aydin,
senior Christina Caparis and freshman AnneMarie Milton each registered straight set wins to give the
Deacs a 5-0 push into the semi-finals.
Third seed Florida State was the
next obstacle standing in the way of
the Deacons' championship hopes.
FSU was not another shut-out victim,
but the Deacs prevailed 5-1 with wins
from Jensen, Kaiwai, Aydin, Caparis
and Milton.
Early dominating victories aside,
the tournament ended as it has in the
past with the Deacons' streak stopped
at Duke.

With the Deacs staying tough also went to three sets in her hardthroughout, the Blue Devils did not fought 3-6, 7-6 (6), 7-5 victory over
have the satisfaction of an easy win. No. 63 Diana Spadea.
Head Coach Lew Gerrard was corThe loss was a letdown for both the
rect in his assessment that "the score team and their coach. 'The girls were
[5-2 in favor of Duke] did not show disappointed with the match, I was
how close the match was. There were disappointed we didn't win the title.
two matches we should have won, but But I'm pleased with their perfordidn't. But,youknow,that'swhywe mance," Coach Gerrard sai&
play the game."
.The loss has the women going into
Of the Deacon losses, the ones suf- the NCAA tournament with the posfered by Jensen and Caparis were the sibility of a rematch. Coach Gerrard
most heartbreaking. Playing No. 9 added "There is a chance we could
Vanessa Webb, Jensen worked hard face them in the NCAA's and that's
in a 7-5, 6-3 loss; Caparis went out where it'll matter. We'll look forfighting in a tight 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 defeat. ward to meeting them."
The team's two victories came from
Jensen was more emphatic about
Kaiwai and Milton. No. 102 Kaiwai, the prospect of such a rematch. She
playing No. 61 Luanne Spadea was said "The pressure is on them to beat
the first Deacon to get on the board us now. We have nothing to lose. I'd
with her 2-6, 6-4, 7-5 win. Milton love to play them again, I'm really

looking forward to it."
Not taking the other teams in the
tournament for granted, the team is
preparing at a deliberate-pace. Taking a few days off before restarting
training Coach Gerrard believes "the
girls will be ready."
The work ethic of the team is always high, and so is the confidence.
Jensen believes the team will do well
at the NCAA's.
She said "We can beat any team in
the top ten, I think. We've had so
many close matches with the best
teams. We can do it, but we need to be
match tough. That's what we'll be
doing to prepare, trying to get matchtough."
11leNCAAtournamentbeginsMay
15 and is played in Palo Alto, CA at
Stanford University.

Deacons catching fire

\

l
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Carlton Ward

Perfect shots always equal victory.

I

Deacon golfers grab
third place at ACC's

r

I
!
'

.,
l

behind Lynch. Coming in the
middle of the pack for the DeaSPoRTS CoPY EorroR
cons was junior Ryan Gioffre who
The high hopes that have been finished alone in 18th place.
present throughout the spring sea- Gioffre shot a 223 over the three
son for Head Coach Jack Lewis rounds. In a tie for 22nd place was
and the men's golf team were given freshman Oscar Sanchez. Brining
a little dose of reality this past up the rear for the Deacons was
weekend during the ACC Tourna- junior Justin Roof in 30th place.
ment in Atlanta, Ga. The Deacons
Despite the numerous high finearned a respectable third place ishers, the tournament had only 45
finish in the conference. However, competitors. Lewis has come up
when one realizes that the Deacons with an explanation for the team's
were ranked third in the nation below par performances recently.
"I think reduring the preseason there is
centlywe'veput
understandable The Deacon's finished
so much emphafrustration
sis on winning,"
among the golf- with a three day total
Lewis
said.
"We're focusing
ers.
of 881, 14 shots behind
"I think we
too much on the
were all a little team champion
results and we
disappointed," Clemson.
need to get back
Lewis said. "We
to whatever it
played solid the
takes to play
firsttwo days, but
well. If we end
we have to play better when things up winning it will be a result of
are on the line."
doing the right things."
The Deacon's finished with a
Unfortunatelyforthe Deacons,
three day total of 881, 14 shots they are running out of chances to
behind team champion Clemson. test Lewis's theory.
The Tigers also grabbed the indi"We're disappointed, but we
vidual title. Charles Warren ran still have a big one (tournament) away from the field with a four left," Lewis said.
shot victory. North Carolina took
The big one to which Lewis was
the second place team total, ten referring was the NCAA tournashots behind Clemson.
ment May 28-31 in Lake Forest,
"Clemson played very well the Ill.
last round," Lewis said. 'They had
However, to advance to the "big
a four-shot lead and then went out one" the Deacons will have to
andshotathreeunderround. When advance from the NCAA regional
a team plays like that, they deserve toumamentMay 15-17onthelinks
to win."
of the Homestead in Blacksburg,
However, the Deacons had their Va.
chances. Again led by junior Todd
In the regional tournament, the
Lynch, who was in second place Deacs will be competing with 23
after the frrst two rounds, only one other teams for II berths into the
shot behind Warren. However, a 30 team NCAA tournament. Once
final round 76 pushed him back to the team reaches that level, Lewis
a tie for fifth place.
has raised the expectations fur"It was really up to us to put ther.
pressure on them (Clemson),"
"Our goal is to do well at the
Lewis said. "I just hated the fact NCAA's,"Lewissaid. "We'dlike
that we weren't able to do it."
to be in the position on the last day
Aside from Lynch, sophomore to have a good shot of winning. As
Michael Capone finished in a tie long as we are within a certain
for eighth place with a four over number of shots on the last day,
par total of 220, just two shots we have a chance to win."
Bv GREG WILSON

BY VINTON BRUTON
Ow GoLD AND BLACK REroRTER

The baseball team continued its recent dominance with a three-game sweep of the Maryland
Terrapins in College Park. The sweep extended the
Deacons' winni~g stteak to a season-best eight
games.
.
"We are peaking at the right time," said Head
Coach George Greer. "The team is on a definite
upswing," he said.
The Deacons gained momentum as the weekend
series progressed. The series was scheduled to
begin Friday, but was postponed due to wind chill
as temperatures plunged to 18 degrees Friday night.
In Saturday's doubleheader, freshmen hurlers Mike
MacDougal and Jeremy Ward iced the Maryland
bats while the Deacon sluggers warmed up.
In game one, MacDougal (4-2) pitched his fourth
complete game of the season, which leads the
ACC. His dominating fast-ball paved the way for
a 6-2 Deacon victory.
MacDougal struck out ten, walked only one and
, held. the .'J'err~pins to a measly five hits. t,\fter
~. giving up two runs in the first inning, he held
Maryland scoreless the rest of the way.
In the nightcap, Ward (4-3) picked up where
MacDougal left off in leading the Deacons to a 136 win .. Senior Dave Lardieri and freshman Ricky
Mendez each homered and doubled to lead the
Deacon hit parade.
TheDeacs pulverized Maryland 19-2inSunday's
fmale. The team did most of its damage in three
innings, scoring six runs in the third, seven in the
-'' eighth and five in the ninth.
Sophomore pitcher John Hendricks (7-3) shut
down the Terrapin offense, striking out seven and
allowing two earned runs on five .hits in eight
innings of work.
Freshman Eric Schmitt put the nail in the coffm
with one inning of no-hit ball.
The sweep of Maryland improved the Deacons'
record to 33-15 overall, 10-11 ACC. After strug' gling early in the conference season, the Deacons
have won seven of their last nine ACC games.
This late season surge caps a year-long lrend for
the youthful Deacons. The team has hit the ball
well all season, but only recently have the pitching
· and defense caught up to the offense.
'' "We'"ve improved in almost every area," Greer
said. "We've always hit well, lately we've had
more consistent fielding and our young· pitchers
have gotten experience."
The Deacons are batting .322 as a team, which is
third in the ACC. The team leads the conference in
slugging percentage at .533.
The Deacons have relied on young pitchers to

Carllon Ward

Senior Dave Lardieri is congratulated by teammates after crushing another home run.

augment senior Michael Holmes in the starting
rotation. Ward, Hendricks and MacDougal have
improved by leaps and bounds in recent weeks.
Hendricks was named ACC pitcher of the week
two weeks ago.
Ward has changed roles from closer to starter.
As a closer he recorded five saves, good for
second in the conference.
But MacDougal has been the most impressive
of the young guns. He has reeled off four consecutive complete games against ACC competition.
He was namedACC Pitcher of the Week this week
for his win over Maryland and a save Tuesday
against Campbell.
Lardieri earned ACC Player of the Week honors
to make it a clean sweep for the Deacons. The
senior designated hitter is on a 19-game hitting
streak and is batting .374 on the year.
Lardieri has turned in a stellar senior season to
enhance his standing as one of the greatest hitters
ever to don the old gold and black. He is making
his mark on both team and conference career
charts in several categories.
His 16 homers this year have put him in sixth
place all-time in school history with 40 career
round-trippers. He has also hit 16 doubles, 66 for

his career, good for second place all-time in school
history.
Lardieri is in second-place in school history
with 207 RBis, 29 behind Jake Austin. Lardieri is
third in at-bats and hits and is in seventh place in
runs scored.
In conference records, Lardieri is currently fourth
all-time in doubles, seventh in RBis, and 23rd in
hits and home-runs. .
Itzoe has also saved his best play for his final
season. The centerfielder who no one expected to
play until late in his career earned playing time as
a freshman and secured a starting spot as a sophomore. This season he is batting .361 and holds
ninth-place in school history in hits with 204. Itzoe
may break into the top 10 in career at-bats and runs.
The Deacons will close out the conference regular season this weekend with a home-stand against
N.C. State, arguably the hottest team in the ACC.
State sports a record of 35-12 overall, 15-5 ACC.
Two wins against the Wolfpack would probably
lock up an NCAA tournament bid for the Deacs. ·
"They're playing as well as any team in the
conference, maybe in the countty," Greer said.
"But we have a very good team and we expect to
do well. Our players expect to win."

'['
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eacons continue strong performance on the links
BvANnvSJsK
OLD GoLD ANP BLACK REPoRTER

Bruc:e Feeley

~onia Bauer shows off her perfect form.

Despite two outstanding performances from
seniors Laura Philo and Sonia Bauer, the
tenth-ranked women's golftearn came up ten
strokes short of champion Duke at the ACC
Championships in Atlanta last weekend.
Bauer's fmal round included the rare feat of
back-to-back eagles.
11le only seniors on the squad played some
of their best golf of the season at the Eagles
Landing course, but a poor first round put the
Deacons in last place of the four teams at the
tournament. Duke was the only team to figure
out the high winds and chilly temperatures
the first day. The Blue Devils jumped out to
an impressive 23-shot lead over Florida State,
27 ahead of the Deacs. Only Philo manged to
break 80 the first day, shooting a three over
par 75. Head coach Dianne Dailey was not
quite sure as to what caused the poor start.
"People were not concenlrating as well as
they should have been," she said. "It was very
windy and cold, and the greens were fast. I am
really proud of the way they came back."

Rather than conceding the tournament to
the Blue Devils, the team talked about some
previous tournaments where the Deacs made
huge comebacks.
"I definitely thought we still had a shot at it,
Dailey said. "I knew they had to play well,
and they did that."
By the end of the second round, the Deacs
turned in their low round of the season and
shaved 16 shots off the Duke lead. Philo led
the Deacs with the low round of the day , a
one-under par 71. Bauer, who said her ankle
had been bothering her the first day, improved by nine shots over her first round
score with a one-over par73. Junior Alexandra
Armas shaved ten strokes off her opening
round to tum a 73 as well. Sophomore Kristen
Wagner rounded out the best round of the
year for the Deacs with a 76, four strokes
better than her frrst round effort.
Entering the final round, the Deacs had a
realistic chance of stealing the tournament
away from Duke. The team did not go down
without a fight. Despite two rounds of threeunder-par 69 from Philo and Bauer, the Blue
Devils held on to win by ten shots. Duke's

highly touted sophomore Jenny Chuasiriporn
held off Philo, the 1995 ACC Champion, by
three strokes to win her second straight ACC
individual title. The performances of the two
Deacon seniors in their last conference meet
drew praise from Dailey.
"Sonia made some wonderful putts this
weekend. Her putting was very good. I was
very happy for her," Dailey said. "Laura
played well as usual, especially considering
the bad cold she had. To go out and shoot 69
the way she did that last day shows how tough
a player she is."
When asked about her consecutive eagles
on Sunday, Bauersaidherround had not been
very eventful to that point.
"I can't say something like that happens to
me every day. I hit the green in two on number
six and then made a 30 footer for the eagle,"
Bauer said. "On No. seven (a par four), I
drove the ball into a green-side bunker and
holed the sand shot."
Philo made some noise herself with a birdie
barrage on the backside. On the 16th hole she
left an eight footer about six inches short that
would have put her at five-under for the day

and one shot behind Chuasiripom.
"I just wasn't aggressive enough (on that
putt)," Philo said. "I had been pretty aggressive all day."
Also turning in a nice performance was
Wagner, who recorded her first top ten performance of her career with a tie for tenth.
"I am really pleased with her progress this
year," Dailey said of Wagner. "The more she
plays, the better she'll get."
Rounding out the Deacs were Armas at
15th and freshman Kelly Kirwin at 17th.
The Deacs now tum their attention to the
East Regionals where they will attempt to
qualify for their third consecutive NCAA
Championships in May in Columbus, Ohio.
Should the Deacons advance to the nationals,
they should be one oft he favorites. The Deacs
came in second to Arizona at that course at
The Fall Prevue in October. Dailey said that
based on the last 2 rounds of the ACCs, she is
confident about the team's chances.
"Those last two rounds are the level that we
need to be," she said. "If we can play like that
at nationals, we'll definitely be in the top
three or four."
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Deacon runners in strong form at ACCS

• Duncan wins first-time award
Senior All-American Tim Duncan was therecipient of the first ever Chip Hilton Award, one
of two new collegiate basketball awards in Indianapolis this past week. The other award, the Clair
Bee Award, was given to Unniversity of Minnesota head coach Clem Haskins.
Both awards are endorsed by the NCAA Foundation and are given to call annual attention to the
qualities of sportsmanship and competition
stressed by the late Claire Bee. Bee, a former head
coach, wrote a 23-book fiction series around his
hero Chip Hilton. The series, published between
1948 and 1966, was quite popular amoung children and adolescents during those years. They are
being updated for re-issue next February.
Duncan, ·the consensus national player of the
year, enjoyed a season that made him the number
one man for all of the major national awards.
However it wasn't Duncan's average points, rebounds and blocks that made him the top vote
receiver for the award. The judging panel was
most impressed with the fact that Duncan resisted
the national trend of turning pro early to stay and
finish out his college career.
"It is a privilege forme to be selected as the first
recipient of this award," Duncan said. "I understand that many of the ideals and qualities that
were present in the Chip Hilton character are
ideals and qualities that are important to me as a
student-athlete. If we do share a bond that way,
then I am especially honored."

Russell captures 5,000 and 10,000 meter
titles and Knowles finishes second in 800·
BY ZACH

EVERSON

N•-ws EDITOR

Individual performances by Deacon
runners highlighted last weekend's
ACC Championships at Georgia Tech,
where the squad finished sixth overall.
"£was very pleased with the way all
of our team members competed," said
head coach John Goodridge. "We had
some excellent performances, most
notably Jon Russell."
Russell, a senior, earned two ACC
titles at the meet, winning both the
5,000- and 10,000-meter runs.
"Both were tactical races Jon handled
himself very well," Goodridge said.

"I was very pleased with the
way all of our team members
competed. We had s~me
excellent performances, most
notably Jon Russell."
John Goodridge
Head Coach of Men's Track

• Lardieri named best player
Dave Lardieri, a senior from Atlantic Highlands, N.J., was named co-player of the week in
the ACC. He shares the title with N.C. State's
Chris Combs. Lardieri batted .500 in the Deacons
victories over Campbell, UNC-Charlotte and
Maryland. He had nine hits. 10 runs scored, 12
RBls, and two doubles. He also had six home
runs, including two back-to-back two-home-run
games.

• MacDougal awarded
Freshman Mike MacDougal, a native of Mesa,
Ariz., was named the ACC Pitcher of the Week.
MacDougal had a win and save during the week.
In the Deacons' game against Campbell, he pitched
two shutout innings and struck out three in their?5 victory. He then pitched his fourth straight
complete game in the ACC. He gave up two runs
on five hits with I 0 strikeouts and a walk.

Russell out-kicked his opponents
over the last 400 meter stretch in both
races. His time of 14:41.36 in the
5,000-meter was almost nine seconds
better than that of second place finisher
Matt lilian of Virginia.
The 10,000-meter run was closer,
however. There, Russell beat fellow
All-American cross-country runner Pat
Joyce of N.C. State by only 3.5 ticks of
the clock. Russell finished the longest
event of the meet in 30:13.30.
Freshman Nathan Knowles and
juniorEric Dunn were the other top
scorers for the tracksters, as they finished second in their respective races.
Knowles, a freshman, ran a 1:50.47 in
the 800 meter run.
"Second place fora freshman is very,
very exciting," Goodridge said.
While Knowles' time in the finals of

the 800 was 2.5 seconds faster than his
time in the preliminary heat, it did not
come as a surprise to Goodridge, as
Knowles ran a similar time last week
in a relay split.
Dunn earned his second-place finish in the I ,500 meter run, where he
clocked in at 3:50.89, only .38 behind
David Krummenacker from Georgia
Tech, the MVP of the competition.
"Eric is making very steady process
this outdoor season," Goodridge said.
Dunn missed the indoor season due to
an lliJUry.
Russell was not the only Deacon to
place in the longer races of the competition. Freshman Stephan Pro finished
sixth in the 10,000 meter run at
31:18.30.
Senior Pat Fitzgerald joined Russell
asapointscorerin the5,000meterrun.
His time of 15: I 3.98 earned him eighth
place. Fitzgerald also picked up points
for the Deacs in the 1,500 meter run,
where he came in fourth at 3:51.71.
"Pat had a bit of a breakthrough
performance in placing fourth in the
1,500 meter and then came back the
same day and scored for us in the 800
meter," Goodridge said.
The Deacons also picked up points
in the decathlon, where freshman Matt
Udvari finished fourth. Udvari earned
5,750 points over the two day event.
"Matt U dvari had a very, very promising performance in the decathlon.
That's only Matt's second performance
in the decathlon and it was a great
one," Goodridge said.
Udvari was a long jumper and hurdler in high school, before Goodridge
decided to expose him to a variety of
events.
This weekend the team will travel to
the prestigious Penn Relays in Philadelphia, which will be televised Saturday on ABC. Based on the schedule, it
is possible that the 1,500-meter relay
event will be televised.
There, Deacons have a mighty squad
for the event including Russell, Dunn,
senior Ben Boyd and Fitzgerald entered to compete against some of the
nation's best.

Person, Cotter and Kraus highlight day for the
Demon Deacons at the ACC Championships
Bv PAUL GAETA

excellent sixth-place finish."
The Deacons also impressed in the 1;500
meters. Senior Liz Cotter and freshman Jill
For most teams, an eighth place finish at the Snyder finished third and seventh, respecACC Championships held last Friday and
tively, good for eighq
Saturday at Georgia Tech would not have
'combined points. 1£ was
been the most ideal way to conclude the year's
an especially good perin-conference competition. The Demon Deaformance for Snyder, a
con runners, however, were quite pleased
first-time runner in the
with this result.
event, who suffered
In what was called a "rebuilding" year for
from an injury most of
the team, the Deacons showed up for the ·
the year.
championships and put forth several excep"Jill Snyder, aftional individual performances that made the .:
ter· having surgery inl
team look far beyond.
· December, ran her first
This year's squad doesn't have the ball ,500 meter race of the
anced team needed to score well in large year, placing seventh behind six seniors in a
meets. They do, however, have a large group very strong field," Goodridge said.
of exceptional runners in the middle and long
In the3,000meters freshman Janelle Kraus
distance events. These runners' performances highlighted her rookie season with a thirdmade the meet so successful for the Deacons. place.finish. She crossed the line at 9:48.41.,
"At Wake Forest we have always empha- Kraus came back later in the day and ran a
sized individual performances in track and 17:30.87 in the 5,000 meters good for fifth
field at the ACC Champioships," Head Coach place overall.
Fran de Goodridge said.
Sophomore Briana Savory, a long-jumper
"Crors country is the in high scool, ran a time of 10:27.18 in the
sportwhereweexpectto 3,000 meters for eighth place.
be a . team contender.
The fimil event in which the Demon DeaHowever, even in there- cons managed to score was the 10,000 meters.
building phase we are Improving significantly from her freshman
now in, we scored in ev- year, sophomore Amy Wallace turned in a
ery one of our specialty time of 37:04.00 for a strong sixth~place
events: the 800, 1,500, finish.
.
3,000, 5,000, 10,000
The Deacons managed to score 34 overall
meters and 4-x,-400 re- points, 23 more than last-place Duke. North
lay.
Carolina won the Championships with 199
The meet got started on the right foot when points. Florida State and Clemson finished
senior Chrissy Person put the finishing touches
second and third, respecon a fine season with a second-place finish in
tively.
the 800 meters, crossing the line at 2:09.50.
Although -the team's)
Person got off to a slow start, tripping up at '
conferenc~ season conthe very beginning, but she put it into high
cluded this past weekgear at the end of the race, finishing about
end, the squad still has
three seconds behind Erica Shepard of Florida
two more meets. They
State.
travel to the Penn ReSenior Mia Richardson's time of 2:17.32
lays in Philadelphia, one
was good for eighth place.
of the year's most pres- I
"Chrissy Person was almost knocked down
tigious, challenging and
in the first lap of the 800 but recovered to
well-attended events.
make a strong charge at the end and earn
"The meet will be nationally televised and
runner-uphonors," Goodridge said. "She also usually draws crowds in excess of 40,000
posted a personal record in the 400-meter leg fans," Goodridge said. "Our team has gained
ofthe 1,600-meterrelaywitha55.9inanchor- much national exposure and high national
ing the team to a school record 3:48.53 and an rankings out of this meet over the years."
AsstSTANl SroRTS EDITOR

Men's tennis concludes up and down season
BvERICLAw
OLD GoLD AND BLAcK REPoRTER

Carlton Ward

Well deserved
Senior Tim Duncan receives the Chip Hilton Award for
sportsmanship and competition in the athletic center.

B Baseball
ACC Standings
Con£.
W L
12 3
Georgia Tech
135
N.C. State
12 6
Florida State
9 9
Clemson
10
11
Wake Forest
8 10
Duke
6 12
Virginia
6 12
North Carolina
5 13
Maryland

Overall
W L
34 8
3512
33 13
30 15
33 15
27 19
26 19
25 21
17 20

ACC Statistics
Home Runs
J.D. Drew, FSU
Matthew LeCroy, Clem.

21
17

The Demon Deacon men's tennis
team finally derailed this week after
traveling down a long and winding
road this season through the ACC.
The Deacs completed their season
with a first-round loss at the hands of
the Clemson Tigers in the ACC tournament, held at the Racquet Club of
the South in Norcross, Ga., on April
18.
Clemson, the eventual 1997 ACC
team champion, dismissed the Deacons in easy fashion with a 4-to-0
victory. Three matches were not finished because the outcome of the
match was already decided.
Clemson jumped out to a 1-0 lead
after sweeping all the doubles matches
from Gluck-Merkert, Sink-King, and
Berger-Chou.
No 77. Bruce Li defeated Billy
Gluck in straight sets at the No. 2
flight6-3, 6-3. Gluck, a midterm transfer from Southwestern Louisiana,
compiled a 12-13 overall record this
spring while competing primarily at
the No. I and No. 2 singles spots. A
junior from St. Louis, Gluck had an
outstanding7-4recordatNo.2singles
and a solid 4-2 ACC doubles record
with Merkert.
Michael Berger bowed out to Ken
Wasserman 7-6,6-3 at No.3 in straight
sets despite pushing the first set to a

Mark Fischer, GT
Pat Malloy, WFU
Dave Lardieri, WFU
Chris Combs, NCS
J.J. Thomas, GT
Tom Sergio, NCS
Gregg Donahue, UNC
Jeremy Morris, FSU

Runs Batted In
Jeremy Morris, FSU
J.D. Drew, FSU
Mark Fischer, GT
Dave Lardieri, WFU
Matthew LeCroy, Clem.
Pat Malloy, WFU
Chris Combs, NCS
Jake Weber, NCS
Gary Burnham, Clem.

16

15
15
15
15
14
14
14

78
76

68
67
60
59
59
58

55

tiebreaker. Berger is a freshman from
Greensboro who has made significant
contributions to the Deacon squad in
his first year of collegiate competition.
Berger has competed at the No. 2, No.
3 and No. 4 singles spots and led the
team with 21 singles victories.
Charles Einwick, the only senior
competing in the tournament for the
Deacs, fell to Pablo Bellagamba 6-l, 61 to complete the shutout for the Tigers. Einwick saw limited action this
spring competing in just seven dual
match contests, and compiled only a 34 record.
Daniel Merkert, Jimmy Chou and
Lars Ziehn did not have a chance to
complete their matches as Clemson
had already sealed the victory.
Merkert, hampered by a chronic back
problem, struggled during the spring
season and limped to a 5-11 record in
sharp contrast to the tremendous 9-4
record at No. I singles compiled in the
fall.
Chou was the only Deacon to breakeven against ACC competition this
spring with a 4-4 record. The junior
from Hampton, Va., had a 13-9 report
card this spring including the Deacs
only wins against Georgia Tech,
Clemson and Virginia.
Lars Ziehn is a junior from Essen,
Germany who has seen action in 16
spring matches with a 7-9 mark in dual
match play, including a 2-3 record
against ACC foes.

Carlton Ward

Freshman Andres Guzman Junges for the balJ in a recent match.
Under the guidance of first-year
head coach Jeff Zinn, the Deacons
jumped out of the gates strong with a
seven-match winning streak that
ended with a loss at South Carolina
on February 27th.
Perhaps the Deacons' most impressive win came.two weeks later
against Texas A&M, ranked No. 47

• Women's Tennis
ACC Standings
Con£.
WL
Duke
8 0
Wake Forest
7 1
Florida State
6 2
North Carolina
4 4
Maryland
3 5
Georgia Tech
2 6
Clemson
2 6
N.C. State
2 6
Virginia
2 6

at the time, on March 13th with a 4-~
Deacon victory.
The Deacs struggled towards the end
of the season as they lost two starting
singles and doubles players, senior Josh
Osswald and freshman Andres
Guzman, to suspension for the remainder of the season, while facing an increasingly difficult schedule.

• Men's Tennis
Overall
WL
22 3
19 6
12 10
10 14
8 11
12 10
6 14
9 15
7 10

•This Week
Thursday-Saturday: Men'~ Track at Penn
Relays (Philadelphia)
Women's Track at Penn Relays

ACC Standings
Conf. Overall
WL WL
Duke
8 0 18
Clemson
6 2 19
North Carolina
5 3 13
Georgia Tech
5 3 12
Virginia
5 3 15
Florida St.
4 4 16
Wake Forest ·
2 6 12
N.C. State
1 7 8
Maryland
0 8 6
Friday: Baseball vs. N.C. State, 2 p.m.
Saturday : Baseball vs. N.C. State, 2 p.m.
Sunday: Baseball vs. N.C. State,2 p.m.
Tuesday: Baseball at Davidson, 3 p.m.
Wednesday: Baseball at UNC-Asheville

7
10

8
101
8
11

(t

14
17
12
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v.
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large pair of Nike's

Greek Week 1997

· Introducitt~ the fresh~n recr~f-its for the Demon Deacon basketbaU team
H o w does a· basketball .team MICKEY KRAYNYAK
pate~ the holes caused by the
loss of three starters from one FROM Tim PJu!ssBOX
ofits most))ally-hooed teams in school
history?
Of '95," Nestor said.
lfypuarethe 1997-98DemonDeaThe major uncertainty hovering
cons, the task is not as daunting as it around Blom is his relatively recent
might first appear.
introduction to the sport.
~
Next year's starting lineup seems,
Nestor noted that the Swede has
for the most
· been playing hoops for only a handful
part, to be set:
of years, although he will see time for
rising sopho- ·
· the Swedish national team this sum.more Loren
mer.
Woods at cen-.
Also joining the Deacons from
ter, the rising
overseas is 6-9, 250-pound forward
senior duo ·of
.Rafael Vidauratta ofZaragoza, Spain.
·t Tony Rutland
Unlike Blom, however, Vidauratta
and Jerry Brashas some experience, both competiwell in the
tive and otherwise, in North America.
backcourt, risVidauratta will join the Deacons
ing senior Stev- Nestor
from New Hampton Prep in New
en Goolsby at'
Hampton, N.H., where he attended
small forward, and a great big question mark in the power forward slot.
Enter the freshman class of 1997,
Next year's starting lineup
the class of 2001.
Thanks to player loss via gradua- seems, for the most part, to
tion. (Tim Duncan, Sean Allen,
Ricardo Peral and Marc Scott) and be set: rising sophomore
transfer (William Stringfellow this Loren Woods at eenter, the
season; Armond Wilson and Antonio
Jackson last year), this year's batch of rising senior duo of Tony
Deacon newcomers registers as one Rutland and Jerry Braswell
I I• of the biggest in recent memory.
No fewer than six recmits will ap- in the backcourt, rising
pear on the Deacon roster next sea- senior Steven Goolsby at
I son, and no fewer than four of them
small forward, and a great
are forwards.
"I
don't
think
it's
a
leap
to
say
the
II position 'could be manned by one of big question mark in the
the new guys," assistant coach Ernie power forward slot.
Nestor said.
I'
Topping the list of potential front'I ·J•
line
starters are two European re- his junior and senior years of high
I
cruits, Joakim Blom of Sweden and school.
Rafael Vidauratta of Spain.
The Spaniard averaged 17 points
The 6-11, 245-pound Blom, who and 10 boards for his school during
from Stockholm, was originally the recent season.
!' hails
recruited as a member of this year's
The remaining Deacon forward resquad, but failed to achieve the re- cruits are Josh Shoemaker, a 6-9 pros!
;
quired test scores early enough to join pect from Gate City, Va., and 6-9
the team.
Aron McMillian from Greensboro.
The Swede averaged 10 points and Both recruits will bring interesting
8 rebounds in his most recent compe- backgrounds to Winston-Salem.
titian and will join the Deacons as a
Shoemaker arrives after seeing time
sophomore because of his age. BJorn both on the hardwood and the gridis 21 years old, and the NCAA man- iron.
dates that a year of eligibility be lost
The forward was his school's startfor every year a player is older than ing quarterback.
20.
"We feel he brings froptcourt skill,"
"We scout international touma- Nestor said. "He's a vei'y high-skillments and be was seen in the summer level player."
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· Congratulations 1:II, ~' and A<I>A

:En, ex, AKA, :xn, ~r, KAe,

Quad500
1. 1:11
1. IlB<I>
2.ex 2. AAA

U, TIB<I>, AAA, X\{1, Ia:

3.:EN

3.~

4. ITKA

4.KA8

5.IX
6. 1:ci>E

5.KKr
6.xn

Campus Clean Up Participants

A<I>A, Al:fl>, LU:<I>, D(, 1:N, 1:<I>E,

Blood Drive
1. ~,Aci>A

Volleybal Tournament

1. l:ll, U, A<I>A
2. IIKA, KKr, KA
3.l:X-XQ-&:~

4. l:N-KAE>-AXA-AKA
Benefit night at Ziggy's
1. A<I>A
1. ~
2. &:<P ·
2. TIB<P

Greek Sing
1. A<I>A
2.X'P

2.~

3.AXA

3. IIB<I>

4 .. M<.E
5. l:fllE

4.XQ

1. L\:EE>

5.AAA

3. IIKA
4.l:X
5. KA

3. xn
4. KKA
5. AAA

!

THANKS TO AIJ~ WHO PARTICIPATED
Brian Goolsby and Katie Meyer, Greek week co-chairs
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Nestor added that he expects increased development from Shoemakeroncethefreshmandevoteshimself entirely to basketball.
McMillian also brings some interesting elements to the Deacon program, not the least of which is his
place in a developing Deacon legacy.
His sister, sophomore Emon 1\fcMillian, currently occupies a spot on
the Deacon women's hoops roster.
Also adding to McMillian's intrigue
is the forward's relatively recent
physical development.
. The prospect sprouted some four
inches within the last two years to
increase his stature in the regional
recruiting picture.
"He is relatively new to the game of
basketball," Nestor said. "He's a big
strong body, and his shooting touch is
developing."
While the Deacon forward recruits
will probably have the greatest impact on the fortunes of next year's
squad, the team' shighest-profile prospect hails from the backcourt.
Six-foot, one-inch guard Robert
O'Kelley will join the team as the
Deacons' only recruit of national
prominence.
0' Kelley made a name for himself
in the Memphis, TNhighschoolscene
as a scorer, but the Deacons will look
to him to develop his ball-handling
skills as well.
"We feel he has the ability to come
in to be a scoring point guard," Nestor
said.
. Sound familiar? The transition to
primary ball-handler is not a new one
in the Deacon backcourt: Randolph
Childres's, '95, did it two years ago,
and Rutland has been doing it ever
since.
The remaining Deacon recruit is 65 guard Niki Arinze of Nashville,
Tenn.
Arinze's physical attributes place
him in the guard/forward slot currently occupied by Goolsby and
sophomore Joseph Amonett, and he
will probably be groomed as a similar
type of swingman.
"He's a very athletic young man,"
Nestor said.
So, who looks to join Woods, Gaolsby,BraswellandRutlandintheDeacon starting lineup next year?
Playing the best hunch: the terrain
in the lane will be filled by the man
from Spain.
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Student Special on 5XlO's orily
•lights In Every Unit
• Seven Sizes 5'X5 To 20'x30'
1

.744•1. 919 ••
(Near University Parkway & HWY 52 By The K-Mart}

tt

Computer
Controlled

SM

•

BusJness DeUveries Received

• State Of The Art .. Security

No Metal Bldgs. No· Condensation • Moving Van Turning Room
All Permanent .
• No leaky Flat Roofs
Masonry Construction
• Safe (No Units Down Hallways)
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Cattle ranch ... c;:lerking ... Chilling..... Summer School ... ??
~~~'lool:a~

~
:.

Looking for a gre~t idea for the summer?
Work out in the sun with 300 of the greatest high school and
college men on the planet.
Make a positive difference in the lives of boys 7-16 years old.
Be a role model for the kids.

c:!heaflThr-illg( .
Cheo~

•e..t Pr.... fot Q
Dote• & 'B..r Pfuo"
T Ntid gtyle <Jold!!ta f:or-k Wlnner-g!
Great food isn't expensive! At PieWorks a party of four can
eat for about 7bucks il person: salads, sodas and a large
pizza! Try finding this at thos·e steak & spud places. ·
Create your own combination from our 150 unique toppings or
choose from our award-winning Pizzas By Design. Either
way, your guaranteed to score big without losing your shirt.
Pavilions Shopping Center

Winston Salem

659-0999

You'll never regret it. You'll never forget it.
Camp Sea Gull
919-832-0953

Dru:J:ett PfoWrap with J>utchase
of dlne"ln lunch gf>eclal!

Strx' and Di~J~er-s with flutchase
of a huge Pizza By Design!

Wl!!t *'PGn. i;opl- .S.IS-97. DIM-fa onlr~o
ono-pon Jill ...... ,.,d~ (WAJJ

WI Ill _,.,n. ~ru 5-1&97,
cnlg.
One~ I'U
<ildt. (WAI)

"""'""''"'pot
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fietion writflr liVfl~ at thfl uniVflra:>ity
to t{laeh. Writfl and aba;orb ~mflriean eulturfl
,I
KATE CosGROVE

Pt RSPI:crlVES BmroR

P

eter Benson leans back on a chair in his sparsely
decorated office in Tribble Hall, and takes a long,
thoughtful swig of coffee from a sturdy university mug. Six months ago, he would have been drinking
tea from a daintier cup, an ocean away, and in a room
not quite so vacant. But a writer in residence must
travel lightly. Books, laptop, ideas. A pocket map to
help you remember your roots. Pete Benson
pulls a map from his daily planner and points
to a green sliver called home- England. "It
fits neatly into the state of Texas," he remarks,
commenting on how much larger the· United
States is than what he is accustomed to. "You
could leave England at nine in the morning and
travel through six countries by evening. And
you don't need a car. Here if you haven't got a

mal- students arrive prepared to write spontaneously and Like the basket weaver of his youth, Benson spins
then share what they write with their peers. According to pensive observations of American culture in and out of
Benson, the university decided that it wanted a fiction
conversation. "I went to Key West for a long weekend in
writer to instruct for a semester, and Benson responded to February ... I spent 28 hours on a train." It is immediately
an ad for the position that he saw back in England.
evident that there is only one thing that could entice an
Englishman to journey alone to Key West- Ernest
Teaching is nothing new for Benson, who instructed
Hemingway. "His house was beautiful," Benson recolclasses in his native country. And before that, he made
lects. "I used to be a big fan of his early works."
baskets. But he always wrote stories. "I started writing
when I was ten .... it was not until I was 28 that I began
There was also the road trip to Graceland over spring
break. "It was pretty nice, but weird ... Elvis had the
writing seriously. But I've been doing it ever since."

"It's easy for me to write herethere is plenty of time and opportunity to be creative."

interior decorating instincts of a brothel owner."
Benson spoke of the recording studios he visited in
Memphis where Elvis and Jerry Lee Lewis recorded
some of the first rock and roll songs. "It's fascinating
- from this insignificant little world in a small city the
world was changed. It was just three or four guys
sitting around with guitars that changed American
culture. It's serious, but its funny at the same time."
Benson thinks deeply about American culture. Yet
he has not yet begun to write of the country and her
people yet. His latest project is a
novel which is set in England,
but discussing a current project is
an area of caution for Benson:
He does suppose however, that
his next novel will take place in
America.
Despite what his students may
believe, writing does not always
come easy for Benson. "It is easy
for me to get the characters going
and doing things. The hardest
part is giving them a narrative
that will carry them through to a

I
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Peter Benson

Like the basket weaver of .
his youth, Benson spins
pensive observations of
American culture in and
out of conversation.

Writer-in-Residence

car it's like you've only got one leg."
But Benson's lack of a car has not prevented
him from absorbing American culture. Which
makes you wonder exactly what comments he
has been scribbling into his little black notebook of ideas while he has been here.
Wake Forest has proven to be a stimulating
environment for this writer. "It's easy for me to
write here- there is plenty of time and
opportunity to be creative," he said.
The author of seven novels - two of which
have been made into screenplays- and the
recipient of eight awards, including the
Guardian Fiction Prize and the Somerset
Maugham Award, Benson hopes to impart
some of what he has learned to the students that
he has taught this semester.
As the writer in residence for the spring
semester Benson teaches creative writing
classes to students and writes in his spare time.
He is currently helping the students in his short
story workshop to publish a book of their
compiled stories. His workshops are infor-

conclusion."
Benson shifts in his chair,
gazes through the window at the
Carolina sky that threatens rain
and refuses to warm. Anew idea
has arisen, it appears as. though
he wants to reach for the little
black book. Time to go. He
concludes, though, with words
that answer what any reader of
Benson unfailingly asks: "Do .
your works reflect your own
experience?" "I do like to tell a
story," he answers, "but at the
same time my stories reflect the
way I look at the world."

Peter Benson has enjoyed teaching creative writing courses at the university this spring.

Peter Benama.iS. the quthor Ofseven.
rwvels atii1 ~ sliortltOr,ies> He
wrote The:Bought Wife thiS year.

A man walked into a Vietnamese
restaurant. He was with his bought wife.
There were no free tables but they wanted
to eat Vietnamese so they waited. He made
the decisions. Give me the damned and
watch this scene unravel. She had the
nervous smile of the fruitless. He had a
mustache. She only talked when he asked a
question.
They waited ten minutes. They did not
take off their coats. The smell of a cooking
flounder came from the kitchen. The
restaurant owner sang while he worked and
brought the couple an aperitif.
The man had been married twice before,
divorced twice, swa!ilped by alimony and
the wings of lawyers, and he had been to
his office so many times and returned to an
empty house too many times. Wondered
how many times about his weight, the
dullness that had crept into his eyes,
wondered how the young man he had been
had become a man alone.
And the table did not come. The flounder
was cooked perfectly, and it was swept
from the kitchen and the people who waited
for it pushed their wine glasses to one side

The man had been married twice
before, divorced twice, swamped
by alimony and the wings of
lawyers, and he had been to his
office so many times and returned
to an empty house too many times.

and watched the waiter's face as he put the
dish on the table.
J
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The man was twice his wife's size, big
enough to split her and big enough not to
care. The pound signs and neon and
hopeless rhymes that fell through his life
were pooling at his feet. "What?" he said
suddenly. His wife said nothing. Her lips
were still and her coat was red and there ...
another couple finished their meal and
prepared to ieave. The owner took a deep
breath. He offered to take their coats, but
the man and his wife wanted to keep them.
They crossed the restaurant and sat down.
The menu was good: pork with caramel
sauce and scallops baked as you want them.
Or flounders or slivers of beef cooked in
wine. The man made the decisions. They'd
eat beef and drink more wine, something
with fruit that dreamt in the glass and the
taste of a sun that could not stop shining.
Maybe the wife showed nothing in her
eyes but when the owner came and stood
by the table, and looked at the man's
fingers as they traced across the menu, she
looked at him and they swapped a glance.
The man's face coloured and his blood
waved in that restaurant. He said "How's
the beef?"
"Very good. We cook it in wine, with
herbs."
The man said "I didn't ask how
you cooked it. I can see that," and he
pointed at the menu. "Strips of beef,
poached in a wine and oregano sauce,
garnished with ginger." "We'll have
two, but easy on the ginger. We don't
like ginger, do we?"
"No," said the wife. This was the
tirst word she had said, a word to deny
desire, and then she added "In England,
you never see the same car twice." She
pointed out the window. The street'
streamed light, bowled windows and
split the north of the city.
"What?"
"In Thailand, there are not so many types
of car." She looked at the table cloth and
..

BY PETER BENSON
.A lonely man on his third ~arriage and his_
new bride, a· woman from the bamboo villages
of Thailand, face a test of wills over dinner in
a Vietnamese restaurant.

The man made the decisions.
They'd eat beef and drink more
wine, something with fruit that
dreamt in the glass and the taste
of a sun that could not stop shining.
picked its edge. Cotton. That's a luxury
item.
"What?" He gave his voice splinters.
She shook her head.
In the kitchen, the cook slapped the beef
on the stove, and poured wine into the pan.
Concentrate, sweep away all thoughts but
one, and leave that thought to give itself a
gift. Perfect beef, cheap wine making itself
good through heat; it was easier to make a
mistake with a flounder. Beef was forgiving.
The man had visited Thailand as a
divorce gift to himself. He had never ·
visited Asia before but he'd known what to
expect; only eat in the hotel, dream only his
own dreams. The day he arrived he had

------•-----------

slept for twelve hours; dream only his own
dreams? He had been kidding himself,
painting fakes in his head and this was not
something he was used to doing. Bangkok
had raved his head, and as he strolled the
bars he felt his head leak.
He mel someone who gave him a tip.
"What?"
"While you're here, get yourself a
wife..."
The man had stared at his drink. He
hadn't thought about home for a while but
now it spread itself like a new plague in his
head. Two weeks later he returned to
England with his third wife.
Does the steer know its beef? No idea,
but the cook knew who he was. The priest
of the kitchen and strong, not as strong as
the beef or the bought wife who waited for
a meal, but what is strength? He had no
time for questions like these. He cooked
on.
And the man and his wife sat opposite
each other. The day they met had promised
more than a breeze. More than that... let me
take you back with me. You can sleep in a
bed that's wider than wishes, you can feel
cotton against your skin, and you can eat
beef like the piece that arrived at that
moment. The sauce breathed promise and

--~----~- ---- ------· -·-.

the oregano puffed, not like puffs of smoke,
more a kind of hope. The waiter said
"Enjoy your meal."
"You'll know ifl don't," said the man,
not thinking "we". He had chased "we"
from his vocabulary. locked it in a box and
sunk it in a lake. "We" sinking, leaving
nothing but a swirl. Or "we" where his
world had been. It was all the same to him,
lost.
How was that beef? Tender as the wife's
cheek and it tasted like a memory. She
smiled and the man wanted to know what
was funny.
"Nothing's funny," she said. "I was
thinking of my village." It didn't seem poor
now or something she should have wished
away.
"You don't want to do so much thinking."
"I'm sorry," she said.
"You're sorry too much of the time," he
said, and he swilled a tip of meat in the
sauce.
"I know," she thought, but she didn't say
it. She thought on, on and into the fields
that surrounded her village. Way back
before this had begun, and she had sat at
her mother's feet and listened to a story
about a wild animal with teeth that picked
themselves clean. Why do years betray life?
How do hours deny their minutes? Why
does desperation fleece love? How does the
cook know when the meat is ready to
serve? He knows because he tastes some.
"I'm not sorry about anything said the
man," said the man. He pointed his fork at
her. "You want to eat up."
"At home," she said, "we used to treat
food with more respect than you do," and
for the first time since she had become a
wife, she looked at her husband and said "I
want to take my time." ·
"Do you?" he said.
"Yes," and now she said "And I will,"
and in the kitchen the cook clapped hands,
the owner smiled, and the customers felt
the angel of that hour pass over the restaurant, stop for a moment, and laugh.
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ARTS AND'' ENTERTAINMENT
"THE EXIREME ALWAYS SEEMS 1D MAKE AN IMPRESSION."- CHRISTIAN SLATER

BS

Students dispfa~ ta(ent and hard work at art exhi&ition
thy" is the piece that appeared all over the out of the books to create the shelves. Sophouniversity in the form of chalk written ques- more Curtis Thompson's "Love For Sale" is
tions on walls and sidewalks. The final piece, a poignant oil on panel: a variety of icons,
A cube, a waterfall, coke cans, woodcuts a black and white, mixed media creation such as a rose, condoms, a wedding ring and
and multitudes of paintings are currently which appears in the exhibition, asks "If the a pacifier are displayed against a light blue
displayed in the Art Gallery in the Scales human body is a metaphor for the student background in a square of nine oils.
Fine Art Center. Once again the time has body, what does it mean to breathe, to digest,
Another interesting work is "In Memory
come for the Student Exhibition.
to circulate?"
of Rosa Norman," done in mixed media by
This year over 70 works are included in
Two of the $50 prizes went to senior len junior Rudy Sheperd. Winning Honorable
the exhibit, which opened April 11. During Henderson for her "Sustenance" oil painting, Mention, it stands out and piques curiosity,
the opening, the students showed a lot of and to junior Julie Davis's untitled work. as a noose around a bouquet of dried roses
initiative by including a Salon des Refuses "Sustenance" is done in shades of green and hangs from a log. Rudy said his motivation
in the lobby, where students displayed a few is reminiscent of plant cells.
for the piece comes from feeling that the
of their works that they thought deserved to
Davis's untitled work, made of wax and history of the South often leaves out impormake it into the show but didn't.
fiberglass, protrudes from the wall in the tant events and he wanted to bring some of
"We felt that a lot of really good art was· form of a rodent head. Senior Melanie Smith's that to light by creating a memorial to one of
left out of the show, so we thought that it untitj.ed mixed media piece and senior Terry the many people that are often overlooked.
would be good to show it," said junior Kevin Tracey's mono type "Define What" were also
Palme.
awarded $50 prizes.
"I'm shocked. I think it's really interestSeveral unique sculptures were also ining that the refused works were put out," cluded in the show. Sophomore Anderson
David Finn, said a visiting professor of art. William's "Cube" invites the onlooker to
Several works were awarded $50 or $100 climb inside his piece, which on the outside
prizes at the opening. Senior Lorin Hord was is a child's alphabet block in traditional priawarded the Alyce R. Simon award for her mary colors. Inside, however, the cube is
works "Jessica: Crossing the Street" and covered in mirrors with one word on each
"Do you feel what I hear?'' two very vigor- face- no, never, and can't. This expresses
ous oils on panel.
the conilict of childhood, happy-go-lucky
Senior Tom Green's untitled work also fun and parent.
won a $25 prize. His work is a fountain that
Junior Nick Burik' s "Mechanized Feet" is
has to be viewed in a darkened room, so that a very interesting sculpn1re made of steel and
a black light can illuminate it. Junior Jason rubber. A pair of legs rotate vertically with
McEnaney was awarded a $25 prize for his the push of a button. Burik made the legs
woodcut, "Capusules," a series depicting a using a classmate's leg for the mold.
large human figure carrying balloons, to
Williams created a unique piece in his
which are attached smaller human images. "Bookshelves," a bookshelf made of actual
Palme's "Apathy" won a $25 prize. "Apa- books. Several levels high, the backs are cut
BY JENNY BLACKFORD

ARTS AND ENlERTAINMEMT EDITOR
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Left: Junior Julie Davis's untitled work, made of steel and wax, represents the head of a
rodent. Above: Case Study by junior Rebecca Minitie shows icons of a white male holding
life-size Coke cans with the name of a traditionally white male professions on them. The
exhibit of over 70 works, in the art gallery of Scales Fine Arts Center, will run through May
20th•

The Sainfs unbelievable plot wastes actor's talents
Bv JoHN STANFORD
Ow GoLD AND BLACK REviEWER

Who is the mysterious saint? After
seeing The Saint, I'm still not sure.
The Saint, starring Val Kilmer and
Elizabeth Shue, is
a fast paced espionage flick that collapses in on itself
because of an absurd premise and
unbelievable characters.
Anyone who has
ever been through a physics class
might remember that cold fusion is an
impossible feat; too bad that cold
) fusion was the basis for this movie.
When the Soviet Union is plunged
into an energy crisis, this remarkable
technology is the miracle solution to
all of its problems. Of course, this

miracle of science is not to be confused with Simon Templar' s (Kilmer)
miracles, which come in convenient
batches of three.
Even if you are a bit rusty on your
scientific knowledge, everyone knows
that physicists usually don't come in
the form of gorgeous, bubbly, artconscious researchers. Unfortunately,
Shoe's acting talents are wasted on
her unconvincing character.
I could not decide which was more
unbelievable- the world's energy
problems being solved on a few PostIt notes, or a brilliant physicist who
likes to quote poetry and stare at nude
statues every day before work. This
uncommon genius is then plunged
· into an all-to.o-commonromance with
Simon Templar.
There is no real basis for the attraction between them, except for the fact
that Kilmer·and Shue appeal to both

sexes. Shoe did manage to pull off a
convincing act for her silly character,
which is a testament to her fine acting

I could not decide which
was more unbelievablethe world's energy problems being solved on a few
Post-It notes, or a brilliant
physicist who likes to quote
poetry and stare at nude
statues every day.
abilities.
Kilmer is the man who speaks a
thousand languages and has a thou-

sand different disguises, but this kind deuced when his "true self' emerges
of ever changing identity only works at the end of the movie. His actions
well if the real character is clearly become so out ofcharacter for a worlddefined.
class thief that you start to wonder
Unfortunately, Kilmer's true iden- which identity was real and which
tity takes about as many random twists was another cheesy disguise.
and turns as the movie's mind bogThe movie did have a good blend of
gling plot. Again, there is a waste of espionage deceits with cutting acacting talent here because of a frivo- tion.
In fact, it was reminiscent of Mislous main character; Kilmer's abilities start to shine through as he adeptly sion Impossible, with an assortment
slips in and out of different accents of cutting technology gadgets and
impressive chase scenes. Some of the
and disguises.
There is definitely a degree of en- Saint's "miracles" are actually
tertainment watching Kilmer literally miracles of technology - a portable
change faces in front of the mirror, Internet hookup via cell phone saved
but his main identity is too elusive. him more than once, and a handy
Many of the Saint's identities are pocket knife that opens any lock in
humorous because they skirt the bor- the entire world also proved to be a bit
derline of being outlandishly cheesy, convenient.
but it is difficult to figure out who he
The scenic backdrop of a winterreally is.
laden Moscow was a fitting environThese inconsistencies are evi- ment for the cold detachment of

Templar. The entire cold motif that
ran through the movie was indicative
of classic Le-Carre spy novels that
defined the roots of espionage and
deceit.
These stark shots of snowy landscapes were combined with a fast,
almost techno-style soundtrack that
added a needed sense of tension and
modem conflict to the film.
Again, the movie became a victim
of its own plot twists; we follow
Kilmer and Shoe through some wellchoreographed chase scenes through
the streets of Moscow, only to watch
them be saved by some random underground tunnel rats who literally
appear out of nowhere.
The action and chase scenes were
not the problem; rather, it was the
holes in between these scenes that
gave the film its uneven flow ru1d
choppy sequencing.

Band brings its unique sound to Wait Surburbia soundtrack offers a
I'

Final performance of the Secrest Artist series focuses on the romantic era

arias will be performed before an intermisMANAGING EorroR
sion, with Mendelssohn's "Hebrides" overture and Beethoven's "Symphony No. I"
For years, most musicians played all
rounding out the evening.
works only on the most up-to-date instru- In the last 20· years, some perOriginally conductorless, the Hanover
ments. This meant everything from playing
Band was for several years led by Roy
a Bach clavier piece on a 20th-century formers have decided there is
Goodman, but more recently has used guest
·
concert grand to value in perfornling works on
conductors in its performances.
performing
Friday's conductor will be Nicholas
Mendelsohnn' s the instruments and in the style
McGegan, the founder, director and harpworks with or- envisioned by the composer, the
sichordist for the Arcadian Academy, comchestras comprised of players for the Philharmonia Baposed differently theory being that he wrote his
roque Orchestra.
than the com- compositions as complete artisMcGegan frequently guest conducts for
poser intended.
several period-instrument ensembles, inMoreover, con- tic works, and a part of that
cluding the Hanover Band. Some of his
ductors have in- completeness was the works'
recent recorded performances have been a
terpreted works in
1993 performance of Handel's opera
ways contrary to instrumention.
Radamisto, performed at Gottingen, GerMcGegan
the composers'
many, and a release of sonj?:S and instruintentions, sometimes radically changing
mental music by British composers Henry
tempos, emphasis and instrumentation.
' to-mid-19th centuries- and it's pamed a Purcell and John Blow.
In the last 20 years, though, some per- "band" because that's what all such groups
Performing Mozart's arias will beNatalie
formers have decided there is value in per- were called in those days.
Stuzmann, a French contralto with an inter(, forming works on the instruments and in
Friday's performance will be a mix, con- national reputation for the quality of her
the style envisioned by the composer, the sisting of some of the band's usual early- voice; the German Romantic repertoire is
theory being that he wrote his compositions Romantic fare and some other things it her specialty, and she has recently peras complete artistic works, and a part of that hasn't explored much yet. Schubert's "Sym- formed Radamisto at the Marseille Opera
completeness was the works' instrumention phony No. 3" and four of Mozart's "rare" and Mahler's "Symphony No.2" with the
and the manner in
Cleveland Orwhich they were
chestra.
played.
The Hanover
Ensembles at
Band has made
the forefront of
excellent recordperiod perforings of much early
mance include the
romantic music,
Academy of St.including a series
Martin-in-theof Haydn's symFields, the Acadphonies
for
, "
emy of Ancient
Hyperion, a highly
Music and the
acclaimed recordyear's
final
ing of the comSecrest Artists
plete Beethoven
Series presentasymphonies and
tion, the Hanover
the first period-inBand.
strument recordThe
band,
ing ofSchumann' s
.symphonies.
which will appear
Tickets are free
at 8 p.m. in·Wait
Chapel,
was
for students and
may be picked up
founded by artis, tic
director The Hanover Band will fill Wait Chapel with the sounds of 18th and 19th century attheBensonUniCaroline Brown classical music Friday night. Contralto Nathalie Stuzmann will accompany the band in versity Center information desk.
in 1980. The its baroque and early romantic repertoire.
BY CHARLES STARKS

group's period of specialty is the birth of
the Romantic era- the late 18th and early-

little sotttething for everyone
Wide variety of accomplished artists are showcased on CP
BY CHRIS GREZLAK
Ow Gow

AND BLACK REVIEWER

The new movie Suburbia seems to be the
story that millions ofbored, angst-ridden teens
were waiting for: it tells the story of their lives,
lives of alienation and
boredom. Directed by
Richard
Linklater,
known for Dazed and
Confused and Slacker,
the film has received only
mild reviews. One thing
the film does offer, however, is a pretty decent
soundtrack.
The Geffen Records
soundtrack to Suburbia has a little something
for each and every "alternative" music lover,
and it features some accomplished and acclaimed musicians.
The compilation kicks off with a hard rocking tune by Elastica, "Unheard Music." This

Even if the movie plainly stinks,
the talent of the bands on the
soundtrack makes the entire
production worthwhile. And even
if many of the songs on the
soundtrack plainly stink, the gem
from Beck makes the entire compilation worthwhile.

song features features the dueling vocals of
lead singer Justine Frischmann and Stephen
Malkmus of Pavement.
An erratic blend of the sounds ofboth Elastica
and Pavement, this song could easily help any
bored teenager temporarily forget his or her
troubles.
Sonic Youth seems to dominate the record,
with three songs as a band and anothercontri-

bution from band memberThurstonMoore.
Their first track, "Bee-Bee's Song," is an
eerie, quiet song with good female vocals
and a hollow sound.
"Sunday," Sonic Youth's second submission, is a nearly 8-minute accension. A
quiet and mellow introduction gradually
leads up to multiple minutes of loud, distorted guitar noise. Thurston Moore takes
over on vocals for this number. Sonic
Youth's third song on the compilation is
"Tabla in Suburbia," a distorted instrumental with almost a tribal sound.
Moore, without Sonic Youth, also adds
"Psychic Hearts," a trail of obscenities
sure to motivate any slacking young individual. The song strikes awfully close to
home for many adolescents as well as the
characters in the movie: it details troubled
childhood, alienation, revenge and hope
for escape.
Boss Hog. John Spencer's "other" band.
contributes "I'm Not Like Everybody
Else." On this loud tune heavy enough to
give you a headache, Spencer's wife
See Suburbia, Page B6

Suburbia-Original Motion
Picture Soundtrack
Geffen Records, Inc.
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Astro City offers a.new perspective ~n life in
BY

inbahW~~.

MArr BRADY

OLOGOLDI\NU BLAcKREvmwru<

Just imagine. You're walking along the
street one day, minding your own business,
when the sky darkens, and the black clouds
take on the form of a ... man?
Before you can break out of your stunned
silence, you notice several small beings
streak into the sky, aimed at the cloudbeing.
You recognize some of them from your
trading-cards at home: Samaritan, Winged
Victory,Jack-in-the-Box,theHangmanand
the First Family, among others.
You relax a little, knowing that the city's
heroes will soon have ·rhe situation well in
hand.
Just another day in the city?
Just another day in Astro City.
Astra City, written by Kurt Busick, with
art by Brent Anderson and Will Blyberg, is
one of the true gems of today' s comic book
market. How did it start?
Busiek, who's been on the comics scene
for a number of years, recently hit it big
with Marvels, a collaboration with painter
Alex Ross (who, coincidentally, provides
covers and character designs for Astro City).
Marvels gave Busiek the clout to launch
his own series from scratch, and play god

for its design, its
and its history.
Instead of strictly focusing on one hero,
Astro City is about the city itself and all its
..
people, places and face~.
From Shadow Hill (where all the resi:dents know to be indoors before sundown
lest the Hill's nighttime occupants find
them), to the gleaming rocket icon on top of
Astra Bank Tower, Busick has fashioned a

Instead of rehashing a dying
form of narrative, Busiek
chooses to tell his stories from
the until now unheard of voices
in comics: the man on the street,
the hero's sidekick, or the smalltime hood trying to make a
name for himself.
city that lovingly includes all the traditional
comic book locales: the hero headquarters,
the island prison, the fantastic home of a
family of heroes and, of course, plenty of
mysterious alleys and subway tunnels, per-

Suburbia
From Page B5
vocalizes: "I'm not gonna take it lying down/ Cause once
I get started, I go to town! I'm not like everybody else."
Following in the vein of hard and heavy, Girls Against
Boys play "Bullet Proof Cupid," containing distorted
vocals and a wonderful bass backing. Similarly, the
Butthole Surfers contribute "Human Cannonball," which
features driving guitars and powerful drums.
The most unique inclusion is Gene Pitney's '"Town
without Pity." This slow swing number contains some
good horns and lyrics following the lines of the movie:

~of{riminal

fe:t
hideouts.
Busiek's greatest strength is in the points
of view he chooses to tell his stories from;
Face it, stories from the hero's ·point of
view, heck, even stories from the villain'.s
point of view have been done to death in
every form and variation.
Instead of rehashing a dying form of
narrative, Busiek chooses to tell his stories
from the until-now-unheard-of voices in
comics: the man on the street, the hero's
sidekick, or the small-time hood trying to
make a name for himself.
And the stories he tells? Busiek focuses
on the stories you've always wondered
about.
What happens when someone sees a
hero changing into his civilian clothes in an
alleyway?
Does the city's main, shining hero ever
feel burned out? What do superheroes do
when they go out on a date?
What does the youngestdaughterof Astra
City's superheroicFirstFamily do for fun?
How does someone become a sidekick,
anyway?
Despite the overt comic bookishness of
Astro City, the charm of the book comes
from its characters and their relationships.
For all their costumes and powers, the
heroes of Astro City are just people, with

the same faults, hopes and dreams we all
share.
.
I
This is clearly seen in the current
storyline, which tells the story of Brian;
a young boy who. dreams of one day
being a hero's sidekick. Brian gets \'waiter job at. an exclusive club that's
frequented by Astra's heroes· in their
civvies.
To make a long story short, Brian does
becomeasidekicktothemysteriousConfessor who may or may not be tied into
the murders that have been occurring in
Shadow Hill.
Through Busick's narrative, we're
Brian. If you ever wondered what it
would be like to be a Robin or a Wonder
Girl or any young hero, this is your story.
Brian, a.k.a. Altar Boy, is slowly learning the superhero trade and wants to trust
the Confessor, but can't because of his
deep suspicion about the Confessor's
dark secret.
On top of this, there's school to deal
with, along with that nasty alien invasion
force looming just outside the moon's
orbit.
'
Just another day in the city. Above all,
Astro City is fun. Remember fun?
Want fun? ReadAstro City. You'll be
glad you did.

the big, city
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"Ours is not an early age, we're like targets in a cage."
The soundtrack's best song is clearly Beck's folky
"Feather in Your Cap," a rerecorded version of a song he
originally released on a 7-inch entitled It's All in Your
Head.
This brilliant composition features beautiful piano accompaniment and superb vocals, the best Beck has ever
recorded: "You want the best, you won't contest/My eyes
are filled with the prizes you've been showing/ Disappointment is a card up your sleeve-place your bets at the
door before you leave."
Even if the movie plainly stinks, the talent of the bands
on the soundtrack makes the entire production worthwhile.
And even if many ofthe songs on the soundtrack plainly
stink, the gem from Beck makes the entire compilation
worthwhile.
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CALENDAR
ON

CAMPUS

Exhibits
Student Exhibition: Student works from all
types of media will be exhibited and
judged.
When: Friday through May 19.
Where: Art gallery, Scales Fine Arts Center.
Info: Ext 5585
"Over & Under, Around and Through":
) Basketry Exhibit: Baskets from all genres
will be displayed as part of the Southern
Culture Traveling Exhibit
When: Through May 23
Where: Museum of Anthropology
Info: Ext 5282

Music
Secrest Seri.es: Hanover Band: The final
performance of the Season will feature a
period- instrument orchestra playing works
from the 18th and 19th centuries.
When: 8 p.m. April 25
Where: Wait Chapel
Cost and Info: Free. Ext. 5757
Wake Forest Choir's Spring Concert:
Students from the Concert Choir and
Choral Union will perform a Spring
Concert.
When: 8 p.m. today
Where: Brendle Recital Hall
Cost and Info: Free. Ext. 5026

•

Where: Pugh Auditorium
Cost: $2
Gay and Lesbian Film Festival: A different
film will be shown each night.
When: 8 p.m. today
Where: Pugh Auditorium
Cost: Free
The Ghost and the Darkness: Based on the
true story of two lions that ravaged a camp
of workers in Africa.
When: 8 p.m. Tues .. Wed. and Thurs.
Where: Pugh Auditorium
Cost: Free

Dance
Wake Forest Dance Company Concert: A
combination of student and instructor
choreographed pieces.
When: 7 p.m. Fri. and Sat.
Where: Mainstage. Scales Fine Arts Center
Cost and Info: $5. Ext. 5295

Lizard & Snake Cafe: Fri.: Vamaline and
Gold Sparkle Band. Sat.: Shek Ala Shek
and Chubbies. Sun.: Anna ... Mon.: Uze
Mdoma. Tues.: Starry Wisdom Band and
Yak. Wed.: Shortwave Night with Eugene
Chadbourne. Thun.: Harry Pussy and
Groove Patrol.
Where: 110 N. Columbia St., Chapel Hill
Info: (919) 929-2828

Millenium Center: May 9: Wallflowers and
May Pole. $15.
Where: 101 Fifth Street
Info: 723-3700

J
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Non Sequitur. by Wiley

Wilcox. Sat.: Rodie Ray.
Where: 424 West 4th Street
Info: 773-1311

ELSEWHERE

-

Cat's Cradle: Thun.: Mark Williams CD
release party. Fri.: The Blacksliders with
Pistols & Trailer Bride. Sat.: Doxy's Kitchen
with To The Moon Alice. Sun.: Dogtooth,
Gladhands and Combine. Mon.: Gillian
Welch and David Rawlings. Tues.: Rankin

Exhibits
Artworks Gallery: Two-person show of
prism-color drawings by Faith Heller and
pastel paintings by Elsie Dinsmore Popkin.
When: Through May 24
Where: 564 N. Trade Street
Info: 998-2623
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The Julliard String Quartet: Considered a
cultural treasure. America's quartet will
perform various pieces.
When: May1
Where: Crawford Hall, North Carolina
Schoo I of the Arts
Cost and Info: $8. 770-3336
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Jazz in a Mellow Mood: The Greensboro
Concert Band and Big Band play a medley
of smooth jazz.
When:May2
Where: Dana Auditorium, 200 N. Davie
St., Greensboro
Info: 373-297 4
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Clubs

The English Patient: Winner of several
Academy Awards including Best Picture.
Ralph Feinnes stars as a WWII bum victim
being taken care of by a lovely nurse.
When: 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. Fri., Sat. and
Sun.
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Family. Wed.: Duncan Sheik with Jill
Sobule. $8. May 1: Emmet Swimming with
Five-Eight. May 2: Purple School bus. May
3: Dinosaur k.
Where: 300 E. Main St., Carrboro
Info: (919) 967-9053

The Horse's Mouth Coffehouse: Fri.: Mike

Movies
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Music

Ziggy's. Today: Gran Torino. Fri.: Hobex
and Treehouse. Sat.: Anthenaeum and
Angie Aparo. Tues.: Duncan Sheik with Jill
Sobule. Wed.: String Cheese Incident. May
1: Eric Johnson. May 3: Backsliders with
Mercrury Dime and Pine Tops. May 6 and
7: Leftover Salmon and Hypnotic
Clambake. May 8: Sasquatch. Worried Sick
and Copper Jitters. $5. May 9: Cellophane,
FE26, 5 Times Down and Social Phobia.
May 10: Kenny Neal. May 17: Vertical
Horizon. May 18: Nutt Stalk Funk Fest
featuring members of Fishbone and Red
Hot Chili Peppers.
Where: 433 Baity Street.
Info: 748-1064.

Chi Rho: The university's mens Christian a
capella group will hold their final
performan~ for the year.
When: 8 p.m. Sat.
Where: Brendle Recital Hall
Cost: Free
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To have your event listed, send mail to P.O. Box 7569,
e-mail arts@ogb.wfu.edu or fax us at 759-4561.
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